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Between the Euphrates and the Tigris lay Eden, the perfect crescent of fertility by which a 
paradise grew. The good earth of my growth has been my room (dark as where potatoes bloom), five 
blankets on snow days, and coffee, and by such amenities, I have written. But, you, my peoples 
enumerated below, have nourished my body and spirit. By the waters of your endless kindnesses 
begin these tiny early greens of a garden.  
Mom, Dad, Dare, Drew, Aliza, and Alivia, thank you for the thousand little things you have 
done to show me such love in these last two years. Mrs. Anne Padilla—you knew me better than me 
back before I became what I am. If only I might become you one day! C.S. Lewis: such prolific and 
imperfect literary beauties as yours never fail to inspire. Dr. Tom Hunley, you’ve given a lot, to many 
students, aspiring poets, and me; thank you for constantly reinventing the creative writing wheel, 
even when the whirring gets old. Mrs. Towles, in my transition from science to art, your class 
repeatedly has rescued me from complete and arm-flailing distress. Dr. Wes Berry, thank you for 
being one of the first to welcome me into the WKU graduate community. You’ve championed for 
me from the start, and were it not for your notice, writing this would have been a kajillion times 
harder. RPW, God bless you for the Penntagon, that first musty office in Cherry Hall where I 
brainstormed a failed short story cycle and was reminded, reading your thoughts in old letters, that 
loneliness is a community feeling. Dearest Graduate School: thank you for taking me on, though I 
knew not Williams from Wordsworth at the start. Barbara Kingsolver, your slow craftsmanship is 
comforting—and also your process comments on The Poisonwood Bible, blessed insight into Christian 
critical thinking in its approach to arts and literature. Dale—from email to in-person convos, your 
banter is a joy to decipher and your contemplations forever challenge me, in the best way. You said it 
wasn’t too late to switch to essays, and it wasn’t. I consider you both mentor and friend. Hannah, you 
are my soul sister and the best talker-off-of-ledges that I know. And where would I be without You, 





Google tells me a “preface” generally alludes to the intent and scope of the work it heralds. 
Regarding the first, my elephantine word creations have been of late eluding any assignation of 
authorial intent. Perhaps this is negligent parenting on my part. But as I hear, no one regrets a 
sermon unheard when you get a story instead, and who can help it that sometimes life just is. The 
show often dwindles to 
  “a wink of the eye and winking stars,”  
as Kerouac opines. But it is usually more than this. Much. I hope each of my elephants can 
speak for itself without my crowding your vision so far up front here. 
As for scope, this creation has gotten too big for its britches. (Hence aforementioned 
elephants.) But in short I do babble: about Southern Baptists, summer love, social media milieau, 
civil rights, sin, space, and Scaremare evangelism services. And in confession regarding that scope—
as an artist in the school of the old Kentucky house contractor, 
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babel is a collection of nonfiction essays in which I explore a female twenty-something’s 
crossdimensional dilemma of spirituality, racism, art, and love in the wake of East Coast American 
hipsterdom. I board the train that is human pride, that great metal snake by which we essayists craft 
our lives, and measure out my stories by cities and coffeespoons—dotted with dark roast, 
preferably. The train of my collection glides through the first ‘burg and its Godlike aspirations, 
Babel; travels a ways to Virginia, specifically Jerry Falwell’s Liberty University and Prince Edward 
County, which was the hotbed of the Civil Rights in Education Movement; says hello to Bowling 
Green; and emerges a world away, in a mosaic of people on cow-peppered streets. This master’s 
thesis—as a tangible fixture of my own words in a realm where greater folks have preceded me and 
still fallen (far and hard as Icarus)—is prideful, exploratory, and ultimately human. The titular pun 
may be taken more or less seriously. Hear the train whistle. It is our attempts at the Divine, a nexus 
of journeys and somehow in itself too a destination.
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babel: an introduction 
Babel was the world’s first city of men and also the great tower that mankind built to reach 
God, according to Genesis 11. Might I tell you the story? 
In the beginning, the world was composed of one people, one language. They were beautiful, 
and they were dark from days under the sun. Eternity was etched in them in nomadic veins: they 
moved to Be, and so they migrated. Out of the east, the point of their inception; out of the newborn 
days of Eden to go west. And in the midst of their travels, they happened upon a flat field, vast as a 
desert. It was called Shinar and would one day become Babylon, a golden god-riddled colossus of 
warriors. But they did not know this. They nodded their heads to one to another, smiled at the 
vastness, and agreed to settle.   
One day, in their new land, they found they had settled so thoroughly, there was nothing else 
to do but mind their food. Eternity stirred in them again. They looked around, and someone said (no 
one now remembers who): 
“Let’s make bricks.”  
From blocks formed of dust and slime, they gathered their materials in piles and then stood 
with their hands pressed to their hips, observing the land and sky.  
Then they realized themselves. What a vast multitude— How bronzed from their long 
travels so newly ended— How strong from their works and days.  
“We are many,” one said. 
Another responded, “A great capable many.”  
“We should…” 
“We shall…” 
“Let’s build a city.” And the cry began to build:  
“A city!” “A tower!” “A bridge to the sky!” 
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The plan was not long in coming; it had been in their minds, it seemed, since the beginning. 
They would close the gap—earth to sky—and they would be the passage. The harbingers of a new 
Eden. And in this way, they would reach God.  
According to Scriptures, the LORD then visited the city, the first epiphany. He observed the 
works by the hands of man. He walked the width and breadth of the new stone colossus at Shinar. 
And speaking amongst Himself, He said, “Look upon them and see. They are one people, full of 
themselves in one language and mind. This is but the beginning. What won’t they stop at?” The 
flurry of human frenzy filled his nostrils: the works and days, the greed and pride, the oneness and 
inherent frailty. They will try forever. 
“Come. We will go down and muddle them. We will confuse the one to many.” The tower 
certainly appeared to enclose the sky, such a great bricked fist!, but how great the sky. How great the 
deity they built to grasp. How far—for Him—the descent. “We will end this futility.”  
 On the plains of Shinar, He bewildered them. Division walked among them in new 
languages, purposes, and colors, and they left to fill the world with their multitudes, their bickering 
multitudes. 
The city was abandoned. Those who passed by it, that slowly-shattering Ozymandias, knew 
only its name: Babel, the place of the LORD’S confusion. And how long the great sky-grasping fist 
stood, no one knows, save that it is no more. Art alone lives on to speak its name. 
On Art 
 From medieval tapestries to the Mumford & Sons song, “Babel,” the historical Babel has 
attracted attention from artists of all mediums, those who would memorialize that first work—that 
first act of human creation that sought (to become?) Deity: 
Like the city that nurtured my greed and my pride,  
I stretched my arms into the sky;  
I cry, Babel! Babel! Look at me now.  
Then the walls of my town come crumbling down.  
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Pieter Bruegel the Elder painted three versions of the Tower of Babel, and his son painted at 
least one that remains. And always, to me, their 
version of the motif looks like a giant clenched 
fist, pounding at the sky: Let me in! 
 Is this what artistry is? My essays have 
challenged the boundaries of my own 
willingness to question, to pound my fist at the 
sky. And maybe it isn’t always a wrongful 
demand: to know, to reach. I would give leave 
to myself to explore the furthest implications of my own thoughts, the farthest branches of my 
emotional extremities, save that the roots of those longings reach back into a past I don’t know for 
certain but believe, a shadow of humanity, and without boundaries, I don’t trust myself. 
Of My Art: Toward Divisions 
Spirituality 
 A friend of mine writes in a class email, “I hate dichotomies,” and as much as I would like to 
disagree in a few brilliant words, my simple justification is that this is, simply, how I think. It’s more 
than something Scripture-centered faith has imparted to me. Even my qualifications of binaries fall 
under the Order of Mind-Boxes. If it is a failure of imagination, then I am grateful to be writing a 
nonfictional work.  
Of these dichotomies, my babel draws upon the spirit-flesh binary—and how nearly my flesh 
(my Southern Baptist heritage, my middle-class whiteness, my counter-cultural relationships, my 
Americanness, my feminity) indwells my spirit. In writing of one, I write of the other, because I don’t 
know how to relate spirituality without losing the earthly.  
Besides, when I lose the dirt, I lose my reader. As Flannery O’Connor said once, “if you 





At the first divide of human genetics—as Bob Marley says, “Black, blue, pink, green…God 
make no rules about color”—there came in tow that forever distrust of difference, the kind that 
shoots to kill and builds academies with private languages. 
”In the beginning, it was all black and white,” says Maureen O’Hara, recalling early cinema 
days, the occasions on which she was most 
complimented for her fair skin. “Black and 
white are the colors of photography,” 
Robert Frank writes. “To me they 
symbolize the alternatives of hope and 
despair to which mankind is forever 
subjected.”  
When M. C. Escher was asked to 
comment on his ink woodcut, he replied, 
briefly, “Some of the builders are white and 
others black. The work is at a standstill 
because they are no longer able to 
understand one another.” I admire the 
work: carved delicately and stamped inkily. 
The dimensions of his Babel make my 
stomach drop, but of the smallish figures gesturing at the top of the building, one black figure seizes 
my notice. He—she?—sits at the uppermost point of the unfinished tower and looks at the sky, arms 
spread wide: Why? The figure does not look defeated.  
Perhaps dichotomies as mine are the fruit of trying to understand everything—cultures, 




(Let me in!) 
Art 
babel is my post-Eden tower of essays. I push myself to say something and, by saying 
something, discover more questions, perhapses, and whys. Maybe the divisions of my own 
dichotomies. But I hope that, even in this presentation of my own mental hem-hawing, I don’t stand 
too sturdily—any sturdiness would only be a trick of the eye. As I said, I am twenty-four. Babels 
come crashing down, or worse, are forgotten, all the time. 
The funny thing is that the biblical Babel was not recorded to have been destroyed by the 
angry hand of God—how dare you attempt to reach Me? Rather, He confused them. “What won’t they 
stop at? They will try forever.” 
Fonts 
Assertion: I fixate on font in my spare time. (All fonts were selected carefully in the making 
of this collection.)  
Argument: Other people do too—”Britannic Bold should have gone down with the Titanic” 
or “Comic Sans serves as an effective litmus test for morons.” 
babel is lowercased for no reason beyond the perceptive pleasures of symmetry, an initial 
assertion of visual preference that, I think, the entire work continues. No descenders destroy the flow 
(like p,q, or y) or ascenders (like a big fat B). Just three parallel ascenders like thin medieval towers. 
By Neil Gaiman’s command, I seek to make good art. 
Of the End 
Maranatha. Until then, I settle in my chair, sip my black coffee like all the real men do (so 
I’m told—“it puts hair on your chest”), and piece pebble by pebble of the tower together. If it looks 









































Here’s to life, and here’s to Lynchburg.  
To the years we spent together.  
I don’t know when or how we gathered,  
But I know I’m home.  
So here’s to love, and here’s to the heartache,  
All the laughter, every mistake.  
I don’t know how our lives will be changed,  
But here I’m home.  
 
 
~Jeff Carl, “Here I’m Home”  
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Here’s to Lynchburg 
The world of Lynchburg, Virginia cannot be tasted in its fullness by simply dipping a 
ladle into its hot, dark depths and drawing out what we will. To capture it, truly, we’d have to 
drink the whole cup.  
A Christian university resides there. And the college named after the city itself. 
Another tiny arts college hides out in the ghetto. A great many churches intersperse the city 
and suburbs, one such attached to the Christian college like an extra arm. Or the original rib 
that sprouted a whole new creature. Residential neighborhoods sprinkle the outskirts of the 
city, and it is lined in rings of blue mountains, but the city’s core… that is music. 
Downtown, past L. Oppleman’s thrift store windows stuffed with gold-gilded 
silverware and eyeless mannequins…past leather-chair restaurants with emerald hurricane 
lamps…past spouting fountains near a children’s art museum and giant metal rainbow bugs 
that college kids climb and pose in front of…past the Depot Grille exhaling good greasy 
smells that trains whip away…there. Right there. A breathing underbelly of culture rages in 
the black night. 
It pulses with a heartbeat formed of toms and chains, tambos and cymbals shattered 
by wooden sticks. If you place your feet just right, you’ll move with the bass to some 
ethereal low region of your gut and of the world. It is dark there too, warm and red. I am 
alive with the bass, you say, and you soak the spicy smells of craft brew and hand-tossed 
pizza into your clothes for tasting later. Later: in a dream or a regret or a wish that you tie to 
a star, for the wish may last as long as your eternity or someone else’s, just as the star wraps 
you to yourself, your dancing friends who pulse with the bass like you, your long-lost sibling 
once over seas, now below the earth, and some soul you’ve never met. You are never to be 
satisfied except in the God you believe in, but somehow not like many others believe, the 
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angry others, the foggy-eyed others, the others with frozen smiles. God isn’t everywhere in 
all unhallowed earth things, but right now he must be here, hearing this, you think. And drop 
by drop, your soul fills up, glassfuls within you collecting bass in blood. 
Here, we hike. Here, we canoe and jump bridges. Here, we wear holey jeans bought 
in Goodwill raids. Here, we rock sock buns, pierce left nostrils. Here, we symbolize 
ourselves in Bible languages and, somewhere skinward, hide the words in ink. Here, we eat 
so-so food until you Get Downtown. And there, the hipsters formerly known as hipsters 
live. 
Here, we slave over books with broken spines and sigh with enlightened minds. We 
line literary blogs with pixelated 1950s photos and quote Plathean platitudes. We wear 
TOMs smelling of train tracks and red clay. We beat paths to coffeeshops, weep when they 
close their doors, and then fundraise them back to life again. We spraypaint cement with 
song and salvation and solutions and bury our fingers in good fertile earth on urban 
riverbanks. We cry ourselves awake from dreams fit to madden a poet’s mind and write 
about them in mini Moleskines, as if we might really right the world with such words one 
day. We love, laugh, listen. 
And then we dance. 
Will we, children of the ‘burg so to speak, ever quite capture it? Lynchburg, our 
generation, the world as it is now? Perhaps not. Perhaps never. Perhaps only from far far 
away can we trace our city’s face with feeble fingers and begin to feel it truly. 
It feels 
lonesome, enmeshed, thwarted.  





full of itself, radiant, young. 






Defining the Hipster:  
A Social Science Article of Satirical Bents 
For the average social scientist, the Hipster can be a nightmare to classify. They 
resist definition. They despise the mainstream. And they dislike being called hipster.  
Trust me; I once made the mistake of calling a hipster a 
hipster—post one of his indie-rock concerts, the kind 
where grungy-haired percussionists rhythmically dropped 
chains on the floor to a spoken word underscored by 
ethereal key-pads and banjo—and his indignation 
pounced with tigress defensiveness: how dare you box me 
in. It was like he had been called that before. Often. 
 Yet hipsters grow increasingly more un-rare in our generation. From the waters of 
history, the Hipster has crested again and again: Black (1940s – the predecessor to Norman 
Mailer’s “white negro”), Beatnik (1950s - Ginsberg’s “angel-headed hipsters” looking for an 
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“angry fix”), Psychedelic (1960s – lovers of Siddhartha and Walden), Punk (1970s – of The 
Basketball Diaries make), ‘stached/Rebel (1980s – “sincerely yours, the Breakfast Club”), 
Emo (1990s – “do you still hate me?”) into the 2000s, where we start to lose track and our 
minds… for multitudinous manifestations of this creature abound.  
 Some books and movies you might turn to for fictitious depictions of these beings, and some of my 
favorites to both love and hate (hipsters, for all their idealism, make me a little nutty—I’ve known too 
many): Stephen Chbosky’s Perks of Being a Wallflower; (500) Days of Summer (basically, anything 
with Zooey Deschanel); and the movie-musical Once with Glen Hansard and Markéta Irglová… Glen, his 
passive attempts at love, and his guitar epitomize the blue collar busker-hipster—the classic black humor and 
the instrument eternally strapped onto his pale, noodly body. 
More than ever in our individuality-obsessed society, this mammalian beast 
flourishes (if fed the proper amount of iTechnology and coffee) and is in the business of 
constantly reinventing itself. We social scientists, seeking to organize our world, can start to 
feel overrun. We ask: where to begin? how to order the happily disordered? can we classify the 
colorful chaos, the Hipster’s biome of choice?  
For the joy of deep irony, let’s try. 
I think part of why I wanted to explore and categorize these folks is for the sheer irony. Boxing in 
the very people who hate to be boxed in. Maybe it’s a personal vendetta. Maybe it’s a fat-knuckled finger 
stabbed in the general direction of a weak-willed generation. Against the fashionable, thick-soled flooziness 
and lipsticked whishy-washiness. Against my past hipster relationships, friends—the ones with poet souls 
and intrinsic hatred of being told what to do and decrepit upright pianos they own but can’t play—and more-
than-friends. (You can’t, by the way, say boyfriend-girlfriend. Don’t do it. It’s too much of a label for a 
hipster.) How petty things labels are to hate. But in mutual pettiness, I shall, for the next couple of pages, go 
about pasting labels like kindergarten gold stars on all who run from my boxes. Run! 
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Let’s define the dexterously indefinable. Let’s define the Hipster. 
To begin, I will point out the two uniting features of the various subspecies:  
1. They resist definition…except that they are Individual and tend to clump together 
into great big groups of Individuals. 
How I crack up, walking into a beat-up old coffeeshop in downtown Nashville. Black coffee, I see, 
for all you three (cream’s mainstream) and tattoos scrawled along your arms, such fine sun-faded inches of 
inky hugs: mystic dragons and movie lines from movies you don’t remember and the occasional bit of a foreign 
language you don’t know. Fedoras run amuck. Might I 
light up [all] your smoke[s]? You in those desert boots—
and you—and you—so cool, unique. So hip and chic. I 
count flannel—you—you—you—you with an ironic tee 
underneath—and… me. *shrug… make finger 
moustache* I am what I am. 
2. They are ANTI- (what, it doesn’t 
matter)… Philosophically, the ANTI- serves as a 
great big Negative: it is easier to say all the things 
they are against than to say what they are for. 
 
For one, it’s impossible to buy these people birthday presents. 
THE SUBSPECIES 
Within Hipsterdom, a vast variety thrives. Because this social scientist cannot 
philosophically peg each faction to anything (without great difficulty, at least), I have 
attempted to categorize the Subspecies according to attire, leisure activities, and the 
occasional object or brand falling prey to their devotion.  
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Upon discovering these multitudinous and minor devotions—and adopting some of them—you’re in. 
I didn’t think that was what I was doing when I happened upon the music-centric, Deistic facet of my college, 
but I fool me easy, especially when I am trying to please someone. Only since recent years have I reclaimed my 
iTunes library and wardrobe and general personal tastes from the overrunning of the hipster bulls. The 
lifestyle…it plucks at one of those banjo strings we’ve all got hidden somewhere in our gut: the intrinsic 
longing for unharvested individuality, the live-for-the-now moment, freedom from the Great Conforming 
Machine that only looks upon you as a number to exploit. But I pluck the one string too long— …Here. 
The key to the IN: 
First up is the Pure Hipster. This tends to be an umbrella term for the larger body 
of Hipster creatures, but some people are just Straight-up Hipster: irony-lovers and drily 
sarcastic with bandanas, plaid shirts, Clarks, bracelets with particular or (usually) no 
particular meaning in arm-stacks, and some hidden tattoo or other. Piercings abound galore. 
It was one of the early days of my leaving the hipsters. My friend, Keegan, and I were standing 
outside of a Maya Angelou poetry reading in a muddy university lawn, over two hours of waiting to be let in. 
While we balanced on the spongy turf, trying to keep our shoes clean, I asked him what he wanted to do with 
his life. Not out of any coy interest—we were never like that (until I found out too late that he actually had 
been) but out of a sort of collector’s curiosity. I, the collector of the odd answers of peoples’ lives. At the time, 
he shoved his hands in his stringy jorts with a shy glance away and straightened his blazer, bunching the 
sleeves in thought. He hadn’t anticipated my question, but being the kind to enjoy art of any kind, who wrote 
screenplays in his spare time, he didn’t ever attempt anticipation.  
“I dunno,” he said. “I’d like to travel in a hot air balloon someday.” 
Then we discussed thrifting for vinyl records and the meaning of Big Fish and the tattoo of a 
goldfish he was designing for himself…before the university police told the hundred or so of us in line that we 
couldn’t get in. Maya already had a full auditorium. (This was just before she passed. Funny, the intuition of 
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masses of people.) Instead, inviting the two Indian theology students behind us, Keegan and I traipsed over to 
one of the local pizza shops on the riverfront and ate copious amounts of hummus and sopapilla.  
“Nice night for a stroll downtown,” I said as we walked back to his black toaster on wheels, 
swatting mosquitoes. When at a later date his crush got out, I recalled many such moments of innocent friend-
zoning and face-palmed myself. 
“Hipster,” he chuckled. Hipster=derogatory. That’s how legit hipsters do. 
The Hippie is an older manifestation 
of the Hipster yet still living and breathing and 
speaking for the trees. The look is a la naturál. 
This faction of the Hipster features a sort of 
closeness to the earth, revealed in such leisure 
activities as biking, hiking, or flower-tending. 
They tend to wear clothes that run large: big tees, maxi skirts, tunics… Original Hippies, 
and the filial offshoot, Christian Hippies (a.k.a. “Jesus Freaks”), feel most at home wearing 
tie-dye and sitting on grass or chilling in parking lots. They speak breathily and love love love 
Alex Grey. Flower tiaras anyone? Bathing is optional. 
“Where do you feel happiest?” I was asked once, on a giant bus full of other college students. It was 
loud and teeming with restless limbs and others’ conversations, and we were on the way to a giant church in 
the middle of a mechanical-looking city. Tall grey buildings and too much electricity like a cold spark inside a 
flat cement plain. “Or a better question: where do you feel closest to God?” 
One person interrupted: “Music. Music is where I feel him. And happiest.” 
Another: “When I’m eating.” (laughter) 
And then me: “Probably when I’m at the ocean.” 
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(laughter) Someone: “I didn’t take you for a hippie.” Since appreciating nature is reserved for tree-
huggers, naturally. 
 On our next weekend, I wore a giant blue maxi skirt, a thrift find I’d been too embarrassed to leave 
the house in before, and wore Chacos beneath. As if to make a point. None was taken, but I ended up 
wearing that outfit when I went to India. It struck me those two years later as curious that so much of 
“hippie,” “bohemian,” or other countercultural cultures simply commit plagiarism from the other side of the 
globe. As the Good Teacher and one of my students once told me: 
“There is nothing new under the sun” or 
How futile the search for the unique—”a chasing after the wind.” 
Of close relation to the Hippie and awkward redheaded cousin, the Bohemian, is 
the Indie Hipster. The Indie Hipster could be considered the Truest Hipster, since 
he/she/it was “hipster” (ANTI- and Independent) before the Hipster. They make lots and 
lots of resourceful creations (DIY), usually with yarn, and they enjoy their own music, 
particularly if it is some obscure band no one has ever heard of. They love history, therefore 
love thrifting and digging through attics, and they adore old books, only exception being if 
they want the better translations (notably 
Pevear & Volokhonsky’s Dostoevsky 
translations). They discuss Sundance Film 
Festival films as new art and idolize Ingmar 
Bergman. Bangwork of the block kind is 
everywhere (exhibit A being Zooey 
Deschanel). 
When I allowed my aspiring cosmetologist quadmate to cut my bangs junior year, I wasn’t trying to 
become a hipster or emulate Zooey or even look simultaneously simple and sophisticated. It was just the usual 
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crush, and at a Christian university, nothing draws attention more than a bang-cut (or piercing, but with my 
one cartilage hoop, I was already pushing biker chick). Jane and I searched Pinterest until we found the right 
angle – thickness – fringe of the cut, debated, then summoned scissors. Chop!  
“Your eyes really pop but…” She clasped my chin tightly, tilting her head to look straight on at the 
crooked fringe. 
I gulped. “It’ll grow back.” 
Days later, the crushee phoned a camp friend and they began dating long-distance.  
I had, however, achieved supreme whiteness, according to Christian Lander of Stuff White People 
Like, far from my intention but I didn’t have far to go. Already the black patient at my internship informed 
me daily that I was born consuming life with a silver spoon. (Chomp.) But I had done it:  
#104 GIRLS WITH BANGS: If you see a white woman and you are trying to 
figure out whether she is liked or just merely tolerated by white people, the best 
thing you can do is get a quick look at her haircut… For white people, [bangs 
make] a bold declaration by saying that the wearer is artistic, deep, and has 
probably dated a guy in a band you like. 
An indie band, presumably, and he baristas in the day-time. Yep. The day I chopped my bangs, I 
became a statistic. 
As for the former crushee and his campmate, their wedding invitations last June were lace-and-
cardboard cutouts with recycled paper and mismatched vintage letters. My indie little sister picked up the 
envelope and admired the weirdness.  
“Are they like the ones,” Mom asked, sifting through the stacks of bills and eyeing the invite, “you 
call ‘hipsters’?” 
“What gave it away?” I said slyly. 
My sister pointed to the accompanying picture. “She has bangs.”  
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And they weren’t crooked either.  
The Hipsterbilly looks like a Backwoodsman, but the Backwoodsman is actually 
of nearer kin to the Agriculture kid. The similarly-flannelled Hipsterbilly likely has never 
handled an axe is his life but still likes to flaunt 
the Duck Dynasty beard during all months of 
the year (not just No-Shave November). The 
Hipsterbilly only camps when he absolutely 
cannot stand being under the thumb of 
mainstream, suited authority in the form of 
linear, fluorescent-lit Walmart or taxes much longer. He specializes in dreamlike 
photography. Similar to the Thrifster, whose only defining feature is economic, he has a 
penchant for formerly prescription glasses and high top boots. Wilco and Fleet Foxes are 
musical musts for this class of Hipster, on vinyl of course. 
 We riffled through the rack of records, careful not to send them crashing when we were finished. I 
was not really looking for anything but felt drawn to stay. The red-eyed store manager slumped behind the 
dated cash register, in a doze of something only barely masked by the incense. It burned my eyes, accumulating 
in a pungent cloud around our heads.  
 “What are you looking for?” I asked. 
 He didn’t respond, only tugged at his purple Wilco shirt in concentration. This was the shirt, he 
said, that he bought to help them buy a new van after all of their equipment was stolen. Or something like 
that. The shirt itself was not yet too tight; it fit like a freshman-year shirt washed just a few too many times, 
but at the rate he drank “craft-not-domestic” adult beverages, it was nicely on its way to retirement. I was not 
thinking those things then. Some of those things I didn’t know then. I knew only of how the royal purple 
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complimented his eyes—blue or green or gray sometimes, depending on where he was: deep in the forest, or 
near the water, or in dim light. He was changeable like that. 
 “Can I help you find something?” the manager asked, eyes still veiny. His hair reminded me of Art 
Garfunkel. Not so friendly as Wilco, or so I heard. 
 My purple-shirted companion shuffled through the albums once more and then looked at me. “I’ll 
know it when I find it.” How true that would be for so many other elements of his life. But I didn’t know 
that then either. 
The 80s/Punk/Ironic Hipster and the Hipsterbilly intersect at Pabst Blue Ribbon 
(“PBR”) beer patronage and dirty Chucks or Vans. And trucker hats. Bandannas appear 
often as well, usually as a sort of halo equivalent to the hippie flower wreath. Or as an arm 
band.  
But if any of the following ring a bell, it’s probably the close cousin, Ironic Hipster: 
fauxhawks, the ironic mustache, the ironic mustache tattoo (located on the index finger), 
blousier jeans than the usual poured-into pants of the popular Hipster…   
 Another socioeconomic offshoot of Hipsterdom is the faction of Rich Folk Posers, 
usually springing up as City Slickers. Attire: 
fedoras and straw hats, popping red lipstick, 
sunglasses, chemical blonde hair, black 
eyeliner, blunt bangs, slicked-back 1950s do’s, 
saddle Oxfords, button up sweaters, cotton 
plaid (not flannel)…  
 In the end, my Atlanta-city-slicker friends, the ones with money, were more tolerable to me than the 
true hipsters, the ones who weren’t “hipsters.” It wasn’t a money difference—I never benefitted from their 
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tastes or found reason to criticize their H&M equivalents to my Goodwill finds—but rather a slight 
discrepancy in life-attitude.  
 The city-slickers, to a certain extent, embraced the inevitability of their un-individuality. They 
understood that resembling other people did not negate their value. Not so with the legit hipsters. They fought 
the mainstream machine with their whole being, to the point that some days, being around them made me 
tired. 
However, both groups often said racist things in the name of humor. The ones with money made rude 
comments about the kind of people who walked around Walmart or got fat off fast-food (poor and, only about 
10% of the time, white). The phrase “check them oatmeal legs” comes to mind… Once, a band friend said 
he would date a black girl because they are “exotic,” and the barista-hipster-man who transformed me into a 
statistic (though as I said, I hadn’t been running far from it) claimed to love Langston Hughes but subtly 
resented the few black people of possible acquaintance at our mostly-white Christian school. Not, he 
indignantly clarified, for being black; for various “cultural” things. 
Musical Theater People with a taste for black can find themselves accidentally 
clumped into the City Slickers group, but the defining difference is Musical Theater 
Peoples’ love for Wicked and lime green and Glee and hipsters’ dislike of all things 
mainstream. Duh. 
Thrifsters actually thrift and, like the Indie Hipster, like history too. While Rich 
Folk Posers find hipster clothes at H&M, J. Crew, or Urban Outfitters, paying ten times the 
dime, Thriftsters are legit poor folk who hunt through the local New-to-You or Goodwill 
for their hipster duds. Thrifsters can often be found raiding grandparents’ attics for old 
jewelry or sweaters or headscarves. And if they happen upon a pair of 1950s spectacles, they 
will wear them with the lenses, despite perfect vision. 
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I’ve never understood the fake lens thing until I stumbled upon a blog dedicated entirely to eye 
makeup. Specs, apparently, give allowance for all manner of liner mania. Where in the world do we have time 
to compile categories of liner vs. mascara vs. shadow tips for beginningtointermediatetoexpert makeup wearers? 
In the first world. #firstworldprobs Yet here I am… I guess classifying makes the world seem more defined. 
More…anticipated. 
Affiliated classes of Career Hipsters are Poor Musicians, Photographers, Artists of Any 
Sort (particularly ironic kinds of art – think Banksy), BARISTAS  (in some realms, even if 
you’re dating a Barista, you’re a Hipster)… 
One last observation (and a note*) from this social scientist: True Hipsters do not 
call themselves hipsters. They only call someone “hipster” in an ironic sense (meaning 
“poser”). It is the worst thing to real Hipsters to be a Poser, because it is the equivalent of 
a mainstream wolf masquerading as an enlightened sheep.  
[Him] What did you think of the show tonight? 
[Her] Cool. Weird. A lot of hipsters up there…and an aspiring dreadlock artist. I thought the 
chains were freaky but brought punch to the poem. 
[Him] Weird? Freaky?  
[Her] Not bad weird. Just…different. A little scary. 
[Him] Hipsters? 
[Her] I was being nice. Social deviants who don’t bathe. That spoken word sounded like demon 
speech. 
I actually didn’t write that. Instead, I texted back: 




Dies Irae (Day of Wrath) 
dēās ˈirā 
A yellow bus sat angled on the hillside, a giant yellow Twinkie poised to explode with decay 
onto the near highway traffic. Or so I imagined. It certainly looked decayed: windows down, 
shattered and open to all elements; the busted-up nose and wheels; the scrawl of white spray paint 
along its side advertising “The Hill of Terror—Call for Reservations.” Sounded like a nice date night. 
Halloween was a month away, but I was used to such early advertisements, particularly in the 
Bible Belt. Any means of reclaiming the satanic holiday… A little further down the road, a billboard 
read:  
Bakesville Casket Company 
 Please Drive Safely – Heaven Can Wait
Earlier that week, before my nine-hour drive back to Virginia to visit a particular museum 
and check on my grandmother, I had been online researching “Scaremare.” The Chiller font dripped 
blood, and as I browsed the website, my ears were graced with such small noises as wooden stairs 
creaking, sawing sounds (presumably through flesh), and a source-less drip!drip!drip!-ing. A series of 
body-less footsteps—seeping blood into the rich Victorian carpets—trailed my mouse movements. I 
came to realize that it was that “less-ness” that freaked me out, the absence of ghosts, ghouls, 
gremlins—the kind that would be giddy to suck my brains out through my nose or some equivalent 
horror. But it was not those sort of touchable things. It was the anticipatory lurking-about in that 
cyber world, the waiting—or the beyond-physical. The spiritual? At the end of my suppositions, I 
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was still antsy in my seat, and I decided I was grateful that Scaremare would not be open the 
weekend I was in town. Not yet. 
When asked, I faked my disappointment. Snap. Just missed it. 
“Scaremare,” my friends used to exult in the corridors of Liberty University, flagging down 
potential characters for the house. The odder looking, the better. “Forty Years of Freaking You 
Out!” 
“Make that forty-two,” I now said to myself, eyeing a garlanded white cross I had just 
passed. 
* 
After relating how she was once accosted by a pamphleteering street evangelist, Eula Biss 
writes, “The idea that we need to be saved, and that we cannot save ourselves, strikes me as so 
profound as to be obvious.” 
The three-headed beast—this anticipatory sense of an End, the recognition of needing to be 
saved, and the fear—often accompany my thoughts before bed, the time it is darkest. I’ve never quite 
minded the dark, even hated my sister’s nightlights growing up. But some darknesses demand a 
presence. The dark of a theater particularly concerns me: the wakeful and attentive occupants, 
limitedly acknowledging one other, thoughts roiling and unsaid.  
(How much of the profound do we leave unvoiced? Yet the profound finds the tips of our 
tongues and sits there until it comes out, feeling obvious.) 
At last year’s Bowling Green Spooktacular concert, my parents, sister, and I were asked to 
sing an ancient Catholic melody, “Dies Irae.” Translation: “Day of Wrath” or “Day of Judgment.” 
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Before we came on, the orchestra conductor told the audience, “I want you to know the theme, to 
listen for it, so you might recognize it later.” Dressed in black, we gathered at the front of the 
SKyPAC theater and looked out upon the darkened audience—who previously had been rapt to the 
tunes of John Williams’s “Hedwig’s Theme” and a medley of Danny Elfman’s Beetlejuice…now 
suddenly sober, pensive— 
Dies irae, dies illa, 
solvet saeculum in favilla, 
teste David cum Sibylla 
(That day of wrath, that dreadful day, 
shall heaven and earth in ashes lay, 
as David and the Sybil say.) 
Quantus tremor est futurus, 
quando iudex est venturus, 
cuncta stricte discussurus! 
(What horror must invade the mind 
when the approaching Judge shall find 
and sift the deeds of all mankind!) 
We turned from the audience and exited silently into the shadowy wings of the stage. 
Following us—the resonant bass that begins the Berlioz song cycle, Symphonie fantastique. I read once 
that “Dies Irae” was never intended for secular use. As originally written, it was meant to stir 
listeners to awe, fill them with the obvious profound—that they would be judged one day. But 
burlesques like Berlioz’s—in which the tune underscores the dream-beheading of an actress with 
whom he was, in reality, obsessed (and the strings overhead pluck a musical incarnation of the body-
less head tumbling down the steps)—were considered unseemly. To some, blasphemous.  
Judgment is not evil, quoth the church fathers. It is right. 
But Berlioz’s reimagination only served, it seemed, to steel the ominous edge of the song, 
sharp as it already was. Maybe we were born resenting judgment, as obvious and ominous a presence 




In 1972, Liberty University, then known as Lynchburg Baptist College, first sponsored 
Scaremare. Though it was just a year after the school opened, Thomas Road Baptist Church 
approved the venture at that usual risk of vexing the locals because Scaremare proposed youth 
ministry in a new way. It sought to seize the Halloween season by the horns and invite teens across 
Virginia—across the world—to confront their fears and the question, “What happens to me after 
death?” 
 It’s been called a “funhouse,” “a form of entertainment,” “a conversation-starter,” “an 
evangelistic project,” and according to one interview featured under the Testimonials tab on the 
website, a student named Melissa says that Scaremare is “a stunning way to draw the lost to 
redemption and to quicken a holy living in the believer.” To slice through this mystifying 
communiqué, Scaremare is a paid forty-minute walk through the woods via murderer-ridden trails, 
giant construction pipes, school bus wreckage, and finally into The House, wherein one is greeted 
with multitudinous “scenes of death.”  
As a team member of a youth evangelism group through Liberty, I yearly was “volunteered” 
for positions in the House. The other girls and I started out standing by a table near the entrance, 
stamping our feet to keep warm and trying to keep high people from taking the Liberty chapstick 
without filling out inquiry cards. But on Halloween, when the most buzzed people came through 
(supposedly) and Those in Charge wanted only boys near the crowds, we got boosted to hot 
chocolate duty. We wore tags on top of our hoodies and parkas—VOLUNTEERS—but out in the 
dark woods, the only visible things were the dim light of the Grim Reaper that led you silently and 
then your dragon breath on the air. Wild-eyed axe murderers or nearly-dead grave bangers took 
advantage of the dark. (YAH! *scream* snarling… Chopchopscraaaaape) When they saw the tray in our 
hands, only a few reentered humanity, taking a cup. Most refused, slumping away, disappointed that 
the show had been for nothing. 
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Post-apocalypse, you enter the Evangelism Tents. I usually avoided these, guiltily. Other 
people tried to too, but they were forced to stay. “Part of the experience,” they were told. 
Since its debut, Scaremare has operated every October for three weekends, Thursday to 
Saturday, and most every Lynchburger and Liberty student goes at least once. I even stumbled across 
my cousin from Danville there one weekend. In 2007, the year after I went for the first time, it hit its 
all-time attendance record: 4,500 people in one night. They lined up in droves and stood under holey 
tarps and tents. They laughed. They screamed at nothing, sometimes masked attendants. They let out 
their nervous stomachs in the blue porta potties. And then out of the wall leapt an orange jump-
suited pig on stilts and everyone within a ten-foot radius peed their pants. The line is usually about 
two miles long. I never understood it myself.  
“Scaremare is not for everyone.” This phrase riddles the website, populates the mouths of 
the workers who stand in the DeMoss hallway and advertise for a cast of mad scientists, abusive 
fathers, and Victorian murderesses. “But Scaremare takes about 300 students to run!” I would say. 
“We need lots of volunteers.” I caught the eyes of a shy-looking boy, cute but too young. He looked 
like he could fit in the harness that they “hung” people in. I asked, flailing a flyer, “Do you need 
Christian Service hours?”  
Scaremare’s philosophical underpinnings are somewhat thought-through: “It’s not for 
everyone but it has proven to be effective.” I suppose by “effective” they mean the raised hands in 
the gospel booths. “The bottom line is that sincere Christians are going to have disagreements over 
styles and methods of evangelism.” 
* 
Jonathan Edwards started the 1730s and 1740s Great Awakening along with George 
Whitefield, and the most famous text to arise from this era was his sermon, “Sinner in the Hands of 
an Angry God,” the first appearance of fire-and-brimstone preaching. He himself was a most 
reasonable-toned lecturer, it is said. He spoke like a dry-eyed Shakespeare scholar. But still the 
women screamed in the wake of judgment. 
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It’s carried down through the years, a picture of the man that might have inspired such 
spiritual conniptions. He’s a red-faced pastor with hairy fists and a pulpit that quakes beneath him. 
His spittle flies, and his eyes, well, look to pop, and his congregation shrieks and sways, repenting in 
loud cries at the altar. It’s the “scenes of death,” your death is coming, and what hope do you look for 
to save you?  
On the weekends her Dad had custody, my best friend went to a Kentucky country church, 
the type with revivals and church ladies with giant hats and pews with unwritten names on them. Her 
Mom never took her to church, but Hannah didn’t feel the loss. Church always began with the ritual 
lulling into a sense of safety. Sitting in the pew, Hannah would stare around at the stained glass 
windows, take in the candle glow. She knew it was there, a purely unfriendly sense of it until—
”DAMNATION!”  
And then it felt evil. The obvious profundity of judgment escaped her as the pug-faced man 
paced the stage, veins throbbing in his neck when he said ‘hell.’ The jowls quivered and swung, a 
gravity problem only heightened by the tall man’s stoop—the hairy, sulfur-eyed question mark—and 
Hannah will later describe him as “rat of Nimh-esque,” looming and dooming with a snakey pointing 
finger. But for that moment, the terror harbored in the section of her fear reserve, partitioned off 
particularly for the shifting Kentucky fault line and tumbling buildings, brimmed over and made her 
fingers cold. Instead of getting saved, she got scared and closed her eyes. Even as she sat straight up 
in the pew, she closed her eyes and felt her brother next to her shiver.  
Quietly over the lunch table, she later asked her father, “Is pastor real serious about that 
salvation thing? Hell and all that?” though, in relating the story to me now, she pauses to consider 
that said pastor never mentioned ‘salvation’ or ‘cross’ or ‘Christ.’ 
“Aw, hell,” her father said over a forkful. “Vernon just need ta chill.” 
Regardless, she didn’t like the Langston Hughes story, “Salvation,” when we read it in AP 




The Scaremare website reasons biblically: “Jesus himself told the parables of hell (Luke 
16:19). He was not trying to ‘scare a decision’ out of people[;] rather, He was making them come to 
grips with the reality of judgment.” 
I look it up. In chapter 16, beginning in verse 19, Luke the doctor does document a 
somewhat hellfire story, the story of the nameless rich man and a poor beggar named Lazarus. 
Lazarus nibbled the food that fell from the rich man’s table, like one of Flannery’s Southern 
grotesques or a dog, and those very dogs licked Lazarus’s sores, all the while the rich man downed 
the wine, the cheese. He feasted, made merry, and laughed heartily at nothing.  
Come death, tables are turned—don’t we all worry they will? And it’s Lazarus resting with 
Abraham, the father of all Hebrews. 
Jesus describes it—or Luke does for Jesus—as a great chasm, on the two sides of which rest 
two very different supernatural realms: paradise or heaven…and then what Dante describes as an 
inferno. Hell: where “the worms that eat them do not die /and the fire is not quenched” (Mark 9:48).    
“Bring me water,” the rich man pleads. I picture him prostrate, his robes being licked in 
flames as he reaches out in that netherfire, his charred hands touching the edge of the Great Divide. 
“I thirst! I burn!”  
But his request is denied. He remains outside the presence of God because as Abraham, I 
imagine piteously, tells him, he did not listen to Moses and the Prophets, which pointed to a Messiah. 
In his hopelessness, he received his good things for that time and now reaps his divine judgments. 
I have to hope for the humanity in Abraham’s voice as he spoke to the once-rich man. How 
familiar the fires must have been to him! The scares and terrors that couldn’t save anymore.  
Quid sum miser tunc dicturus? 
quem patronum rogaturus? 
cum vix iustus sit securus. 
 
(O what shall I, so guilty plead? 
and who for me will intercede? 




How was it that Jesus spoke such to his audience? To unleash terror? To force a question? 
To herd them into gospel tents? 
 He didn’t, at least, belabor his point with yellow school buses full of dead bodies. 
* 
For three hours, I had been hanging, rope around my neck like a macabre necklace, in the 
blood-splattered gallows. We were just on the fringe of the woods. Beyond lay the House, screams 
within.  
Clambering out of the hook on which I was strung, I stepped off using the hangman’s 
footstool and alternated with my friend, Katie, who beneath her thin Victorian dress, also wore a 
leather harness. We both shivered. 
“Hot cocoa people should be by soon,” she said, teeth clattering.  
“Get down!” the hangman hissed. 
I lay on the ground and waited. Five seconds. Six. Another group turned the bend. 
Employing an intuitive sense of timing, I let the first few pass. A cuddling couple appeared, a third 
wheeler clinging to the hand of the girlfriend. I breathed deeply. My favorite. Then I lunged forward.  
My crawl was somewhat demon-crab-like (dumb dress), but I howled—it was quite a howl—
and snarled at bystanders. The flock scattered. They milled about in terrified chaos. Middle-aged men 
dashed past, shrieking girlishly. I gnashed my teeth at them until they dashed away and then I 
hemmed in the chosen, the few, my victims. The girlfriend screamed, climbed on top of her 
boyfriend. His method: shield himself with her. Then they ran. Shriek-sobbing, the third wheeler 
spun about, looking for them. But then as Katie hurled herself from the gallows, she too scampered 
away.  
“Good one,” the hangman said. 
The night was hellishly fun. In the gallows, I twitched and drooled red syrup down my white 
chin, though my thighs ached with post-mortem kicking and the blood barely masked the blue of my 
mouth. I don’t know if I would have been grinning so giddily if I had known that the next night, 
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when I would pop out from behind a gravestone, I’d get punched in the chest by a thirteen-year-old 
punk…or a year later, I would see the most handsome boy ever while working off my second 
purgatory in a lumpy-carpeted attic. And of course I would be bedecked in a sweaty fright wig and 
Freddy mask, rocking, stroking dolls, squawking “don’t step on my family!” So much for love at first 
sight.  
No, the night was a slow cold surreal dream in which obsessive lovers beheaded people. 
Liberty girls in parkas and jeans finally came by with hot chocolate, but we had to keep up our scene; 
the people were flooding in too fast. The line swung around the downtown baseball diamond, 
meaning another 3 a.m. night, and we were all so in the zone, we scared us. Perhaps behind my eyes 
flooded justification lines like ticker tape: evangelism tents, evangelism tents, gospel, Jesus Christ! But when I 
climbed in my friend’s car later, shaking, exhausted, terrified, and yet smiling, I could tell he was 






















“…the South believed an educated Negro to be a dangerous Negro. 
And the South was not wholly wrong; for education among all kinds 
of men always has had, and always will have, an element of danger 
and revolution, of dissatisfaction and discontent. Nevertheless, men 
strive to know.”  
~ W.E.B. Du Bois  
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Disney Princess in the Post-Bra-Burning Era 
By kindergarten, girls can quote you their names, their hair color, the name of the prince 
they wed. They can sing you the songs. They build their total concept of “princess” on them. Some 
girls start working at Disney World, hoping “perhaps someday” to get paid to be one: to don the 
gown, plasticize the face, learn to converse with starry-eyed six-year-olds—just like they were—in 
Authentic Princess voice. They become a Disney Princess.  
But what is the deeper implications of “their,” our, adoration? Imagine we study the 
panorama of Disney Princesses. Go ahead; Google it.  
 
 
 Your first impressions are favorable.  
If raised on Disney, the six-year-old inner you will glory in the parade of dresses: fresh, 
flowerlike, prom-ish. Some gowns glitter; some are ruffled with lace. Even Ariel the mermaid is 
featured two-legged in a pink gown (a bold choice for someone with ketchup-red hair). It’s a horizon 
of childhood happiness, all that encompassed beauty. 
Your second thought: “what cultural variety!” There’s a Native American chieftain’s 
daughter next to the New Orleans beauty; a Chinese warrior-”princess” and an Irish gal wearing 
curls. Though Jasmine’s nationality is debated—some say Saudi Arabian, others Indian, the more 
technical Persian—she was, regardless, the first “non-white” Princess (1992). It made a splash. When 
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we girls played “Disney Princess” during recess, my African-American friends fought over her more 
fiercely than they did over Scary Spice. 
 
Partially based on old fairy tales and picked with an old sort of partiality, these princesses 
were products of the times. Diversity was, to be sure, a while in coming: 
• Snow White (1937) – Consider the name. 
• Cinderella (1950) – In the film, Cindy’s hair is strawberryish-gold. Yet over years of 
commercial kitsch, not only did her dress get bluer but she got blonder. 
• Aurora (1959) – A golden-curled version of Audrey Hepburn and the most silent, passive 
princess. She only volitionally gathers berries, but in terms of six-year-old favoritism, she’s 
one of the most popular.  
• Ariel (1989) and Belle (1991)– Sherri Stoner, another white actress, modeled for these two 
big-eyed bonnies. 
Shortly after Aladdin came Pocahontas (1995), the most riveting historical derivative to date. 
Most girls who grew up singing “Colors of the Wind” can recall a devastating day in Social Studies 
when they found out that Pocahontas wound up with some dude named John Rolfe and died on the 
boat returning from England. Yet she and Mulan (1998) remain the least commercially successful of 
all the Disney princesses.  
It was not until 2009 that they added an African-American princess.  
She spent most of the movie as a frog. 
 
The newest princess, Rapunzel, usually appears in the back of the line-up. “No need to put 
her up front,” it seems to say. “She’s a clone.” Because culturally-varied or not, the princesses look the 
same. Same height, as if prior to casting, they were auditioned like the Rockettes. Same tiny waists, 
shiny hair, limbs slimmer than their necks. Clones. 
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When Merida, the tomboyish bow-wielding princess, was initiated into the pantheon in 2012, 
she underwent something of a transformation. She got “beautified.” There was, most naturally in the 
post-bra-burning era, an uprising. “For commercialism’s sake, you sexify the girl who hates makeup?” 
a protester might say. “It’s as bad as the mother who wants to marry her off!”  
This isn’t new. We’ve eaten it up all along. “Pretty” and “beautiful” have been defined. 
They’re old fixtures, proposed since the start of Disney, of American, culture. And we’ve said “yes” 
for years.  
 
Do six-year-olds who like “pretty” things starve themselves? No. But twenty-year-olds do. 
Especially if they resemble a stereotypically obese or “foreign-faced” Disney Villain. 
Do six-year-olds question the beauty of races other than Caucasian? Yes, actually. In 1940, 
African-American kids as young as six picked a white doll significantly more often than a black doll 
when asked which was “pretty” or “good.” Even after Obama became president, 47% of black little 
girls still say the white doll is the prettiest. 
 Perhaps Disney dazzle has blinded us. Perhaps it’s not as harmless as it seems.  
 
When my friend Kim auditioned for a Disney park character, she said she wanted to be 
Belle, her favorite princess (“the smartest too”). But she was told, even if she was short and skinny 
enough, she was too dark. So she was cast as Jasmine instead.  
Under the broiling sun, she floats around in a bouffant black wig, bellybutton ring, and 
blousy teal harem pants. She prays thanks that she’s not in a ball-gown, though Belle is more popular, 
commercially-speaking. 
 A little girl asked her once, “Do you like being black?” 





“Black History Month,” Lucas announced through a mouthful of name-brand peanut butter. 
I watched him and tried to anticipate if he meant it positively or negatively. In the name of survival, 
the new kid was expected to kowtow the first couple of weeks. Or at least not make too much noise 
if she disagreed. I wasn’t certain how I felt either way, so I simply watched everyone and hid in the 
library when I could. Finally, he gulped down the glob and spat: “Where white students get their 
annual guilt trip.” 
“It’s not that bad,” another kid, Taylor, at our cafeteria table retorted, looking at me. “You 
get to hear the ‘I Have a Dream’ speech. Our friend does it real good.” 
“And see some booty dancing,” the kid sitting next to Lucas snorted. He too was white, and 
I hadn’t bothered to get to know his name. We all were white, save two who were informed often 
that they acted white. 
I looked at Marcy for her reaction. She bit into a plastic fork full of the cafeteria eats that 
day: spaghetti and mystery-meatballs with blue splotches on the inside. Marcy and Austin were the 
only two black kids who sat with us, and Austin was mixed—I never asked him percentages; that felt 
rude.  
“We get Irish History Month,” Taylor abruptly volunteered. “It’s pretty fun.” 
Lucas chugged one of the three milks he had bought and smacked the empty carton on the 
table. “Yeah, but we don’t get out of class,” he said, milk moustache lining his mouth. 
Josephine, the only Taiwanese girl in the whole school—an announcement she made shortly 
after meeting me—sat across the table, making a face at me. “White people,” it seemed to say. Which 
was funny because before that moment, I’d never really thought about being white. Certainly, I was 
bashful about my friends’ blackness, as in am I allowed to talk about it? But they never mentioned it, not 
even when they were teased by the other black students. 
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I also felt suddenly proud of our little cafeteria collection. I’d come from a predominately 
white school, and according to predominately-white school standards, our lunch group would have 
been considered “cultured.”  Looking back, I see our little predominately white cluster, hiding behind 
the giant pillars that held up the roof, surrounded on all sides by the black faces we wouldn’t look at 
over our food.  
 
When my family moved to Prince Edward County, my parents worried about us five middle-
class, white kids “finding a niche” in the school system. They had heard things. This was, after all, the 
“student birthplace” of the Brown vs. Board of Education class action suit. Mom occupied herself 
with getting us out of a depressive family fog and finding a church that suited. My siblings watched 
“Fairly Odd Parents” and ate ice cream. I functioned by biking around town, sticking mainly to the 
graveyards that I realized later were segregated. (The one near us was white.) But shortly after my 
father took up his assistant deanship at the college down the road, a prominent African-American 
woman dean—Dr. Debra Johnson—decided to undertake his cultural instruction. He came home at 
night with stories.  
He told us that, when he first walked into the office and met Dr. Johnson, she told him that 
he looked Asian. 
He told us about how Dr. Johnson and her dark-skinned secretary, Amanda, talked about 
the white-looking girl who came in to deliver the mail: “passing,” they said. And they explained it to 
him. 
He told us about, when Dr. Johnson was eight years old, the fat white boy who chased her 
home with a stick just for walking on the sidewalk. Her mother locked her out of the house until she 
stood up to the bully. (When I asked for the ending—how she scared the kid off—my father tells me 
I’ve made this story up. [And now I go, clouding my reliable witness.] Only the story hangs with a 
weight in me, and I wonder if it’s not hers, then whose? So many black kids, black teenagers, chased 
off the street, I.D.ed, shot, for nothing more, nothing less, than being black and on the sidewalk.)  
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Once my parents gave Dr. Johnson and another of her colleagues tickets to a Christmas 
show at a megachurch in Lynchburg. The church was calling it a “Holiday Spectacular,” and along 
with a laser show and two giant “living” Christmas trees, they had thrown in random dream 
sequences to incorporate the poodle skirts from past spectaculars. No hurt in recycling costumes, it 
seemed to say to me. But the poodle skirts represented something entirely different to Dr. Johnson, 
and neither she nor the other lady liked the show.  
“The fifties weren’t a good era for black people,” Dad explained to Mom as he drove us 
back to Prince Edward for the night. 
“What is it with race and these people? Why can’t they just forget about it for a little while?” 
It is, I realize now, a very Caucasian question.  
“Race is the lens by which we see,” Dr. Johnson told my father. “We can’t forget about it 
because we will it. Besides, white people won’t let us forget about it.” 
 
There was a one-way path through the school because we had more students than fire codes 
allowed and, yet still functioning, had to pulse all the students through like blood through clogged 
arteries. If you went up the wrong way on the staircase next to the office, you got called a bitch and 
elbowed. I teared up the first time, but after that, even if I didn’t toughen up, I learned the right way 
to get around. 
Fights disrupted the path. I never saw them. I’d usually be at the front end of the artery, 
where you can’t rubberneck or you get shoved. Kids would relay information in class, though: 
“Another fight.” 
“Her and her got the claws out.” 
“Last time, he near-tripped on her weave—after they yanked it out. There was blood on the 
floor.” 
“What good are the po-po?”  
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Policemen roamed the halls, stationed at entrances. We knew them by name. There was a 
fragile peace between the white kids and the police, even though the police were also African-
American. Until I went to India and saw the beret-wearing Mumbai police manning watchtowers 
with AK-47s, I didn’t know that it looked like war. 
 
 Mr. Smith, my Social Studies teacher, fetishized all things white culture, particularly Dutch. 
His name was Dutch—his father had been Dutch. Mr. Smith felt a special connection with Johannes 
Vermeer, who painted The Girl with a Pearl Earring, and he subjected us to three block periods of the 
Colin Firth/Scarlett Johansson movie, which, for my age, I thought obscene. 
 He saw me doodling on my notes one day and asked if I would finish painting the Dutch 
woman on the wall, a bare sketch leftover from a past favorite student. I never asked why the student 
didn’t finish it or why I was his sudden favorite, except he made me feel uncomfortable enough—
and the other students’ comments about his staring in certain regions of girls’ shirts—that I asked for 
my sister to sit in the classroom with us. He entertained us with stories about his Dutch roots while I 
smeared gobs of pink across the Dutch woman’s undefined torso. 
“A very Dutch color,” he said.  
“Is her face alright?” 
“Be sure to keep the long nose. Pointed. Small.” I tried for a slight bridge and lilt on the 
woman’s pale face. “That’s right.” 
He talked to my sister about the way his father had washed the front porch step every day, 
and I painted on, my back muscles aching with the strange angle. Ironically, Mr. Smith was having 
me borrow his copy of Ross King’s Michelangelo and the Pope’s Ceiling for extra reading. Michelangelo, 
the would-be sculptor with back problems and a hatred for both Pope Julius and painting. 
I had heard another of my classmates, an African-America girl, arguing with him earlier that 
day. She said, “I don’t say ‘I’m sorry.’ I say ‘I apologize.’” Afterwards, he had circled the classroom in 
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the hyperactive way he did while documentaries did his teaching for him and told me in a low voice, 
“People like her will have difficulty succeeding in life.” 
It felt wrong. I didn’t say anything, didn’t look him in the eye, particularly because his 
invasion of my personal space was inviting other students’ grins. 
Once, my frustrated algebra teacher waved his arms over the shouting classroom and 
pointed at me. “They will all work for you one day.” In the throes of fourteen-year-old naïveté, I had 
the pluck to be flattered. 
 
The yearly request in choir was that we watch Sister Act II: Back in the Habit, which Mrs. 
Gipson, our director and my youth pastor’s wife’s mother, annually denied. I was used to singing 
Haydn and Scottish lullabies, but as one of two white girls in a ten-person “advanced choir” class, it 
got to feeling a little weird that we didn’t sing “for real.” 
“Sing in your real not-choir voice, Dee,” Jeremiah asked me one day after practice. He had 
just wailed out a good three verses of “Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen,” to our clapping and 
adulation, and I wished aloud that I went to a black church. They had the decency not to say 
anything. “Sing for us,” he said. “Try ‘Jesus Loves Me.’” 
Jesus loves me, this I know, I sang.  
I forced the air through my throat, attempting to extricate the wispy classic tone. 
For the Bible tells me so. 
Here, the chording pianist picked up. He couldn’t read music—I had to struggle through the 
choir accompaniments for us—but he strung notes together by ear. 
Little ones to Him belong 
I felt not at my best. The melodic quality wasn’t as show-offy as “Benedictus.” Why wasn’t it 
easier? 
They are weak, but He is strong 
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Jeremiah’s face was blank, and he said something mild. I realize now the intimation of his 
withdrawal: my voice had been painted over and erased with years of method-based classical training. 
“You can’t feel it right now,” the choir directors of my past would say. “You have to perform it and 
let the audience feel whatever there is to feel in it.” I can hear Jeremiah decrying our Haydn pieces 
now: “No soul!” I had been, as surely as I was Europeanizing Mr. Smith’s painted woman, 
whitewashed. 
 
 We got out of class for Black History month, as predicted, and there was a giant ceremony. 
It was lavish for our budget. Banners adorned the auditorium. And when our friend quoted the 
released parts of the “I Have a Dream” speech, the reactions from the students took me to the first 
time I went to a black church.  
 “I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: ‘We hold 
these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.’” Shrieks and clapping. Lucas rolled his eyes. 
“I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia, the sons of former slaves and the sons of former 
slave owners will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood.”  
“Amen!”  
“Yes, brother!” 
“I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering with the heat of injustice, 
sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice.” 
The pew—I mean, row—rattled with the movements of my classmates. My heart swelled, 
even as my sudden sense of guilt overwhelmed me. Only just that day, in anticipation of the Black 
History Month Ceremony, Mrs. Gipson had said, quietly as if she knew she shouldn’t be saying it: 
“They should just be over it by now.” I had ducked my head behind the piano, where I was trying to 
learn the accompaniment to “Scarborough Fair.” 
“I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the 




 “Yes!”  
 “I have a dream!” 
“I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted, and every hill and mountain shall be made low, 
the rough places will be made plain, and the crooked places will be made straight; ‘and the glory of the Lord shall be 
revealed and all flesh shall see it together.’” 
 “Praise the Lord!” 
 “Thank You, Jesus!” 
 The students were standing. They were clapping, climbing up onto auditorium seats, effusing 
everywhere the palpable and intangible victory, and police stood in the doorways. I watched—the 
role of the eyes was only mine, ever—and at times clapped. But then the row began shaking, the pew 
of their church, rattling with their gospel, shaking with the enthusiasm of bodies, the black bodies, in 
my row, and I awakened suddenly to my fear. I feared neither teachers nor police. I feared them. My 
two black friends. The black student body. The people I could not understand. Them. 
 
Six years later, my senior year of college, I tasted some bravery and suddenly found myself at 
my internship, a day care for elders in downtown Lynchburg, arguing with a patient.  
The center was divided off from the rest of the church by series of white steps, a usually 
insurmountable obstacle for the more adventurous of our population, and on Bingo Days, our 
basement sometimes echoed with the distant singing of the high church choir practicing upstairs. My 
three main goals as intern were simple: play piano on Fridays, assemble the monthly bulletin board, 
and befriend everyone. 
Whenever possible, Louis tried to venture off on his own, but his bad leg kept him from 
getting far on the stairs. Louis was a big black man who had a habit of getting in the way of my three 
main goals and ritually informed me, as if in turn for my robotic objectives, of three things: that I was 
beautiful and I was rich and I was quite white.  
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The delivery was never nice. Nice is a white phenomenon forever falling short of kindness—
so in turn I was nice to him. It fit with my objectives. Usually, I would help him walk from room to 
room, hand him off-brand peanut butter crackers, and take away the Snickers bar he forever clutched 
tightly in his hand (the nurses were worried for his cholesterol). In general, with a tenser version of 
peace, we got along. But once, after he told me all about how I was paying for my schooling 
(presumably my parents—and about 15% correctly), my temper slipped.  
“You don’t know me,” I said, tone edgy, raising the newspaper I was reading aloud between 
us like a shield.  
He pointed his cane at me. “I know your kind.” 
My cheeks warmed with blood. I recalled the racial education of my father and wondered 
why the lessons weren’t ever vice-versa.  
I began, “It’s rude to assume—”  
“Don’t tell me about assuming.” 
I looked at him, startled by his tone. 
“You have life handed to you on a silver platter, and you eat it with a silver spoon. You—” 
he said, “—are white.” For a second, it sounded like a curse word. 
I didn’t get much out after that—with true anger, for me, comes a loss of words—but the 
nurses confined us to different sides of the room. Eventually, my color went down, and after the 
nurses’ berating, Louis looked defeated, slumping in his wheelchair. 
Eventually, he wheeled over. In a few words, he apologized. And he didn’t mention race. He 
never did again, as Austin, as Marcy, never had. 
 
 My old lunchroom was full of those long white rows: tables with built-in benches and 
locked-in legs—administrative attempts at mass organization—all overrun. The student body was 
forever getting larger. Cause for rejoicing! Correct? Yet with the fights and the fund-less-ness of the 
school, teachers enthused only frustrations: “This school’s bursting at the seams…” “Come 
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desperate times, yours truly could find a job easy down the road…” Down the road was Fuqua, a 
mostly white private school. Dad refused to send us kids there in the name of our cultural education, 
but looking back at that lunchroom in my mind, I recall few faces, and they mostly look like me.  
 
 Some don’t. On the days my Taiwanese friend Josephine was particularly absorbed in her 
faded print-off of a Harry Potter fan fiction, Marcy sat across from me.  
We mirror one another, a table for glass, and my open lunchbox serves as the chasm 
between us. Lucas drones on during milky mouthfuls, echoed, pshaw-ed by the others. And we just 
listen. We say nothing—we’ve perfected (been perfected in?) the art of keeping our heads down—
and in silence we munch. Yet for all the parallels we satisfy, reflecting each other’s quietnesses, I can 
say nothing more of her mind, just as she can say nothing, rightly, of mine. Our neglect endures in 
my mind. The loss.  
  
Possibly, there was no way for me to say it. Eula Biss writes, “What it means to be white 
seems to elude no one as fully as it eludes those of us who are white.” It will be many years, beyond 
even now, the moment I write this, before I understand what it is to be white. It paves a way I didn’t 
earn. It erroneously excuses me from others’ histories. It is, says Morrison, “impenetrable” and 
“inarticulate.” It is easy and uncomfortable in its ease—but I know it should feel more than just 
‘uncomfortable.’ Yet less than ‘guilty,’ a guilt, Audre Lorde writes, that helps no one. It’s just that I 
don’t know what there is to feel just yet. Nothing besides apologetic.  
What I do know: later on that long-ago Black History Month, when Mrs. Gipson gave in and 
let us sing Diana Ross’s “Stop in the Name of Love,” I asked Jeremiah for lessons. And it felt good 





Barbara & the Man Who Did Nothing 
I. When Barbara Took the Stage 
April 23, 1951.  
Mrs. Johns was taking coffee in the kitchen, and as she sipped, she was careful not to spill 
the black gold on her starched collar; a governmental worker with a stained collar would never suit. 
The Life magazine the Johns did not have in their living room had the Dalai Lama on it—”Flight of 
the Dalai Lama”—promising exclusive photography of his “historic trek over the Himalayas to 
escape Reds.” And the Chicago Daily Tribune, which one of the Johns sons noticed passing by the 
newsstand, remarked on the jump in marriage rates since 1946. He thought it funny that the 
Independent Distillery Foundation in Louisville—the one advocating quitting grain use in alcohol 
production in order to set two million tons aside for the famine in India—would only approach 
smaller distilleries with the plan. Didn’t seem right. Didn’t seem fair. So many given crumbs from the 
table… But Mr. Johns often noted, forking clawfuls of straw, the not-rightness, the not-fairness of 
the world. “We wait patiently,” he said. 
The oldest daughter, Barbara, readied herself in her room, reciting her lessons to herself, and 
recalled that William Shakespeare was born (and possibly died) on this day, four hundred so years 
earlier. She wondered that she should care about a history not her own. William Lloyd Garrison and 
Phyllis Wheatley wrote, but no white man would know that. Her uncle, Reverend Vernon Johns, 
often interrogated her and her brothers around the dinner table: “When did the first Negroes get 
here?” (“1619.”) “Which court case said slaves weren’t citizens?” (“Dred Scott.”) “What was the 
name of Frederick Douglass’s newspaper?” (“The North Star.”) “How long were the Negros in 
slavery?” How long? How long? She was told often, “We wait patiently.”  
Barbara gathered her books and met her brothers at the door of the farmhouse. They walked 
to the bus stop at five, where they rode for an hour picking up all the other students. They usually 
rode the buses for two hours total a day; there were too many students for the buses, which often 
didn’t work anyhow. The school itself didn’t look much different than the tar-papered chicken coops 
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swaying in the wind outside their house. She knew these things and did not become angry. Only felt 
forced forward by a past of peoples who had waited too long. Her father worked in the barn, 
whistling “We Shall Overcome.”  
Her mother kissed them each, and they went out into the spring wind. Barbara admired her 
mother, D.C. government worker, farmer’s wife. She talked to the white ladies downtown, she 
smiled. She was a fierce advocate for waiting patiently. That was the one thing where they differed.  
Women could do these things, Barbara knew. Barbara did not know that, this morning, only 
miles away in Richmond, Babe Didrikson-Zaharias was winning the Women’s Golf tournament, and 
three thousand miles away, a woman was deciding this was the day she would sue her cult-leader 
husband for hopeless mental insanity. She only knew this morning for herself. 
After all, when she had complained to her piano teacher, Inez Davenport Jones—”we wait 
and wait and wait so patiently and do nothing, so nothing happens”—the old woman had said, 
“Sometimes in life, you have to do something about your conditions.” 
* 
When the phone rang, calling the principal out of the school, Barbara and the other student 
conspirators acted. 
An overhead announcement resonated in the crisp cold halls: “To the auditorium for a 
meeting.” And the students obeyed, as they were supposed to.  
The yellowing stage curtains opened, and the principal was nowhere to be seen.  
Joan Johns stared up aghast. What a thing for her introverted sister to do. 
It was Barbara. She stood behind the podium. Slowly, she took off the shoe she had carefully 
put on that morning and slammed it on the podium. 
 “Don’t be afraid,” she said. 
II. Moton Museum 
In the main auditorium, where the filmed reenactment is viewed, I sit and feel like a stranger, 
an invader, in a history I’ve come to sympathize with. My empathy by fact must be limited. Only 
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once have I felt truly hated, and another time, the little first-grader threatening my life did not really 
know what she was saying (though I still told on her—I too was six).  
The first screen, where the actress Barbara is supposed to be speaking, is not working, but 
her words still resound: “Are we animals? We are given tarpaper shacks for a schoolhouse. That’s 
what they make chicken coops out of!” The curtains are drawn back as they might have been on the 
very day, and though the stage has been renovated, I am awed. I sit in the room. The room. 
“God is on our side,” they say. “We must take our inheritance…” So they reenact walking 
out, striking for a better education. And the courts side with them. 
But according to Banner IV of the exhibit, the Brown II decision in 1955 “lacked the clarity 
of its earlier companion ruling”—”all deliberate speed” provided no executive means for school 
desegregation—and I touch the banner, angry. I have said before, “I don’t get angry,” which is 
mostly true, save when injustice flaunts itself in public like it’s proud of itself. Like when Prince 
Edward County took the “unusual step,” or so the banner said, “of closing its public schools rather 
than integrating” in 1959. I recall reading Roose’s accusations in The Unlikely Disciple—“Falwell 
denies any link, but Lynchburg Christian Academy was founded along with a wave of ‘seg academies’ 
that swept the South in the aftermath of the Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. Board of 
Education, and in 1966, the Lynchburg News called Lynchburg Christian Academy ‘a private school 
for white students.’” As a former Liberty University student and the product of a marriage ordained 
by Dr. Falwell, I feel implicated, apologetic, though I’ve not done anything but exist in my whiteness. 
Perhaps in that casual existence resides part of my sin. 
In 1963, free education returned, but by then a whole generation had lost four years of 
school. That’s eighth grade to twelfth grade: no school. And the white teachers at PECHS ask 
families not to cheer when their student crosses the stage.  
 In the portrait ensconced above a visitor’s sign-in book, Barbara sits at a desk in a red dress 
with a slight halo around her head. The lighting is typical of a portrait…or perhaps Christian 
sainthood? Either way, though I’m far from a Catholic framework, I don’t mind.  
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The bald head of T.J. McIlwaine (1891-1986), superintendent of Prince Edward County 
Public Schools, catches my attention on a nearby wall. The quote hovering near his face reads: 
“When I first came here, there was only 
one colored school in the country that 
went beyond the earliest grades… I was 
concerned about this situation. The 
Negro schools had a shorter term. The 
attendance was very poor.” 
I think of my five students who 
consistently do not come to my college 
composition class: one, a white kid who 
refused to set an alarm; two, a white girl, 
who according to her writing, had grown 
up culturally black; three, a black girl who 
had recently become pregnant; four, the 
black boy who had impregnated her; and five, my one athlete, also black. 
In a “The Negroes of Farmville, Virginia: A Social Study” (1898), W.E.B. DuBois writes, 
“[The school] is practically ungraded[;] the teachers are not particularly well-equipped.” 
I feel how readily I exemplify this, a 2014 instructor entrusted with the lives of students who 
may be venturing into college alone, the pioneers of their families. It doesn’t, I think, help that I am 
white and conditioned to think that, if you work hard enough (attend class often enough), all things 
will work out for you in the end. Didn’t any of you people see Will Smith in The Pursuit of Happyness? 
But…but…decrepit tarpaper shacks with a lifespan of five years… they do something to you.  
As I walk around the museum, it takes me a while to figure out that the recreated stove, the 
kind the Moton students would have had spitting sparks in their classroom, is making all that stoking 
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and crackling noise. It has been distracting me. Then I stumble upon another wall featuring a black 
gentleman named John Lancaster. Regarding the potential new school, he is recorded to have said:  
“1944, 45, 46, 47, 48, we were going through this process [of trying to build a new school]. 
We even went so far as to go to the board with a three-point plan. And I remember very specifically 
one board member looked at it and said if we built a school like that, every Tom, Dick, and Harry 
will be going to school. And that was the first time it dawned on me that there wasn’t any intention 
for us to go to school.” 
No, I’ve never known what it was to be hated. Until now. 
III. The Man Who Said Too Much 
Robert Crawford, the Prince Edward County High School chairman of the board, was a 
single generation removed from the Civil War, and his Confederate heritage often quickened his 
tongue. Standing tall and ireful, he looked a hay-haired scarecrow in a field of politically-cowed men. 
“You can’t explain the real conspiracy,” he tells them, “to a man in a tobacco patch or a 
peanut patch. But if you tell him that they are going to make his children go to school with niggers he 
knows what you mean plain enough.” 
He gave orders to put a chain on the door. We have the right, he thought. After all, the 
governor had to close down any schools that refused to integrate. So he shut it down for him. 
Then the board released a statement: “With most profound regret…” 
Four years later, signs began appearing around town: “I have lost four years.” But they never 
had names to thank. Now I do. 
IV. The Man Who Did Nothing 
Dr. C. G. Gordon Moss was working at Longwood at the time of the shut-down, an 
influential instructor in History and the social sciences. I read the plaque, and it starts out sounding 
like an excuse: 
“He had a feeling for the underdog and hated bullies,” Phillip Lightfoot Scruggs, editor of 
Lynchburg News, is reported to have said. Nonviolent demonstrations had been growing more 
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frequent, and even social interaction between blacks and whites in downtown Farmville had become 
nearly nonexistent. He knew how bad it was getting, and whether from his studies or personal 
convictions came to the belief that “not only should they have the right to integrated schools and the 
right to vote, but the removal of all things that brand them as second class citizens.”  
He knew this and had all the ins, the privileges of whiteness, influence, education. There was 
about him even a marked gentleness of spirit that could have endeared him to critics and those he 
criticized. Yet he did nothing. 
 September 16, 1963. A bomb was hurled in Birmingham, killing four girls in their Bible 
study, and the schools reopened in Prince Edward County. Five years had passed: “a generation of 
our children,” Reverend L. Francis Griffin said, “are permanently crippled and disabled 
educationally.” 
V. Quiet Miss Johns 
But on April 23, 1951, good things weren’t coming to those who waited, so the movement 
began. Proper timing or no, the quiet one spoke, pounding a podium with a loafer and saying, “We 
must take our inheritance.”  
Twenty years later, county bussing would begin in the name of integration, and the Beatles 
would release a warm and fuzzy song, “The Long and Winding Road,” which would seem now a 
more apt title for more strenuous struggles than angsty unrequited love or musical fame. Fifty-two 
years later, Beijing would close its schools for the first scare of the SARS outbreak. But today, the 
school wouldn’t close because of a scare. The students already had been scared, starved of equality 
within view of the glittering white horn of plenty, Farmville High School. No, today, the students 
would leave. The strike would start. (Ten days.) And the tar paper shacks would sit empty, shivering 
next to the too-small school building where black students would no more shiver inside.  
Barbara shooed the teachers out of the auditorium and recalled Phyllis Wheatley and Lucy 
Terry and Harriet Tubman and Sojourner Truth. And now I sit, sympathizing, angry, stilling as the 
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spring leaves beat against the glass and picture the knives on the crystal goblets at a banquet she will 

































Far, far away from those city lights 
Might be shining on you tonight 
Far, far away from you 
On the dark side of the moon 




translating it from arabic: an Essay of Letters and a Note 
Be patient toward all that is unsolved in your heart and try to love the questions themselves, like 
locked rooms and like [letters] that are now written in a very foreign tongue. 
 
~Rainer Maria Rilke, a (lonely) German poet  
[Him] 
Hello. 
I’ve heard there may be a letter for me somewhere in town. 
Is this true? Oh, and how go your Rilke readings? 
The last week has been transitional and strange—it’s not 
easy to spend days on end with someone, working with and 
befriending them, and then in a moment’s notice, have them 
suddenly evacuate your life under the guise of “going home.” (If 
that is where you went.) For this reason, I hope we may keep 
dialoguing through email-letters, writing, whatever you so choose 
to call it. If time and mutual interest coincide, of course. 
[Her] 
Regarding the letter, the knowledge you have gleaned is, in fact, correct. How would 
you prefer to receive it? I fly out Tuesday. Am in the midst of translating it from Arabic (ah, 
my hasty slanted handwriting—legibility may take some days yet), so let me know. 
What a number of weeks we had together to talk, and now…! My letter, as you will 
soon discover, indicated a dreary expectation of the natural flow of life, namely that our talks 
would end. Yet if you would do me the honor of a continued dialogue, then let’s shall. (How 
formal my writing sounds! I hear British accents…) 
As for our dear poet, I find that as I read there are many fathoms of thoughts that I 
must weave out as I go…which may in turn result in my own poems one day. Would you 
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mind if I held onto your book until I finished the letters? I understand the copy itself holds 
some sentimental value. 
[Him] 
You may keep the book until you exhaust its pages. His 
words, I hope, speak to you as they did me. As for the letter, 
would you leave it handwritten? I find a certain mysticism in 
words scripted by the author. Preformatted typeface on a white 
page serves as a sorry replacement. 
Going to the ocean tomorrow. I look forward to waking with 
salt-stiffened hair. I am odd. 
P.S. My brother’s wife, Bentley, loved the scrap cotton on 
my “jorts,” you know, the cloth we coffee-stained. Loved it so 
much, in fact, that she mended her favorite blouse with it. 
[Her] 
I will send your letter in its original form. Now about that temporary address of yours? 
I dislike flying. To keep my mind from juggling statistical possibilities of plummeting to 
collective death, I read Rilke. What a man to attempt to wrap one’s mind around! Try paralleling 
Rilke’s July letter with God’s response to Job from the storm.  
On the shuttle home, I met an elderly gentleman who has lived most of his life in my small 
hometown, but via the Air Force, has seen the whole world. Imagine. The whole world. 
[Him] 
I’ve arrived safely. There’s salt in the air. My best 
friend, Ian, and I sleep on the top-story of a three-floor beach-
house and look out over the sea. For the next couple of days, we 
intend to read Dostoevsky, sip Turkish coffee, and catch each 
other up via six-months’ worth of stories. You should have come. 
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Ever thought of how much louder it sounds when a flight 
attendant cracks open Cola on the plane? It’s louder than real 
life. 
[Her] 
Planes could be, I suppose, a peopled composite of “real life.” Maybe that’s why there are so 
many “on a plane” movies. 
How beautiful was the sunset tonight? While at the ocean, I always feel nearer to God. I 
don’t know if it’s the vastness of the ocean and sky, but how many little reminders there are too—the 
intricacy of seashell whorls or rain drip-dropping on the water, violet lightning sparking the clouds, 
couples falling down together in the waves. Too much complexity for chance. 
What do you think of this? Rilke writes,  
All great men have let their life become overgrown like an old path and have carried everything 
into their art. Their life is atrophied like an organ that they no longer use. 
 
Truth: I have listened to Fleet Foxes’ “Grown Ocean” over a hundred times in the last two 
days. Lie: Someone gave me his temporary address last time. (That letter is waiting!) 
[Him] 
I sit with my first cup of stove-top prepared Turkish 
coffee. So many things happening here (as is always the case with 
family vacations and other taxations, which I’ll share in person 
one day). Most of all, though, I anticipate the chance to escape 
and write to you.  
My aunt and uncle, who own this house, are divorcing, and 
dinner-time tensions abound. Without Ian, I would be lost. He has 
been a friend and brother, a stalwart presence in my darker 
times. Our mutual existence in this turbulent beach-house is like 
one ongoing conversation. We pause for alone times and rest, but 
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we speak in silences—the words and pauses always in movement, in 
maintenance of themselves, until we diverge (he to his studies in 
Prague, I to gray-skied depressive Virginia). Do conversations 
have musical keys? What is the difference between C major or E 
minor? Perhaps I make no sense. If I do, I would say that our 
conversations resonate always in bright keys, generally major. 
You are the peaceful sort; I appreciate that. 
Even now, Ian reads alone downstairs, and when I join him, 
we’ll pick up where we left off. I find it both relieving and 
awful (in the old sense of the word) to be so known. It forces my 
hand: that I must be me.  
Our talks about God and man have been especially stirring. 
My view of Him is boxed-in to a fault, and Ian corrects me. I do 
agree about this place: The ocean’s hugeness alongside the 
intricacy of the sand—even the multitudes and varieties of 
people—speak to my smallness. I need something bigger than me. 
(Is this need indicative of the false source of my belief?) 
Truth: I often think, How she would enjoy this 
conversation! Lie: I hope that’s strange to hear. 
[Her] 
Yesterday, I had the most horrible dream about you. But I won’t bog down. It is really odd 
being back. A part of me wonders when I’ll grow up. When I’m home, I find I’m lonely for adult 
friends who are not yet adults. It’s hard to explain, but I think you went through this too.  
I’ve been in houses of dying marriages before, felt like I was wading in old, limp dreams, 
always sensing a mere disconnectedness in the better moments.  
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Happy to hear you’re with Ian, though. Oh, the vulnerability of being known and known 
well! But as you said, it’s a pleasant vulnerability. Nothing you do, no facet or fact of you, throws 
them for a loop but merely adds to their inner catalog of you, a collection of years. I should like to 
hear you two speak on God and life and a multiplicity of other things. I should like also to join in; it’s 
been a while now since I’ve spoken deeply with anyone. 
Only due to Chopin can I imagine “keyed” conversations. Brighter philosophical talks may 
have chordings of A major, as it is more brilliant and less common that C or F or G, but you might 
convince me of B major too. A less joyful conversation, as seems the case so often in the ‘burg, may 
be described as D minor. 
You should try painting sometime. Nothing like an empty house to provoke art. My family’s 
gone for the week and I house sit, quiet and docile like the little Amish girl you call me. But my mind 
is not quiet. No, it overflows, stirring me to broaden a white-canvas world. You need no skill, as I 
have not, only primary color acrylics, painting instruments of choice, canvas, clothes you may 
splatter, and birdsong. 
Your address, please? 
[Him] 
I take forever writing you, I think because I know how much 
you value words. That one weekend in North Carolina, two years 
ago when we were still traveling together for school, I never 
gave you one of those awful required encouragement notes. (You, 
on the other hand, spelled my name wrong!) 
I don’t often dream dreams I remember, but the ones I do 
are striking. Funny, I dreamt of you the other night too. It was 
a nice surprise to see you in the dream world. You know that 
“dreamt” is the only word in the English language ending in “mt”? 
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Our talks ensue: Ian and I biked to the sea last night and 
put our feet in the ocean. The moon was full. We talked for over 
two hours. It struck me as strange while we sat there that I 
haven’t grown bored with him. (I bore easy. Is that bad?) Still, 
this friend intrigues me so I don’t track the time we spend. Do 
you have anyone like that? You don’t have to answer. It’s a 
cheesy question. 
Rilke is correct, I think. Solitude and artistry can’t be 
divided. Two sorts of people exist in the world: the artist and 
the non-artist. They are marked by the same sorts of experiences, 
from being struck by nature’s beauty to losing loved ones to 
realizing the inconsequentiality of all our material goods… How 
do we tell these two existences apart except by how the person 
uses those experiences? And it is by being alone such experiences 
can be used, reinterpreted. A person’s soul is mirrored in his 
art, and by solitude, that soul is studied and set to a medium. 
You would love this: I think I’m seeing an e-Harmony couple 
meet for the first time. (As ever, I’m in a coffee shop 
downtown.) She fidgets; he plays it cool in his Ninja Turtle t-
shirt. I doubt they’ll make it. 
Where, madam, is my letter? 
[Her] 
Where, sir, is your address? 
I think back to that weekend in North Carolina and feel that it took place so very long ago. 
In another country far removed from where we live now. We were different people (were we?). 
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There were, however, moments this summer when we all reunited that reminded me of our old 
adventures. 
My dream was silly. Your stardom was of a dark and fleeting kind, though this dream was 
the sort that flashes in and out of your mind like the twenty-second epilogue to a grander tale. You 
never appeared in person. (I’ve never yet met you in dreams.) Rather, the setting was like real-life 
here, at least real-life before I sent the letter days ago: I was waiting for your address, but before I 
could send it, you wrote something along the lines of “do not send your letter; I wish not to 
communicate anymore.” To say that it was quite a sad day in the dream world would be an 
understatement, though I am sure you’re laughing. Yes, you must be laughing. But I was very upset 
with you all morning. Dreams color my feelings toward people in real life. …We say “real life” and 
“dream world” as if they are easily separable, but I just don’t know that they are… 
I did have a friend like Ian once. With her, words were “futile devices” (thank you, Sufjan). 
Deep conversations have not only words but silences that draw you nearer to the other person. You 
are being allowed to enter their world for a few minutes, hours, days, months, years, and it’s an 
incredible experience. A gift. But I feel like you look at all people, all interactions, that way. That’s 
one thing I wanted to learn from you this summer: to value every encounter with another human 
being, even to the point of needing to rethink things all over again.  
[Him] 
Here I stand: ____________, Virginia Beach.  
My subconscious desires fragment into dreams. I kid. What 
kind of person was Freud, to simplify the complexity of human 
behavior to a single drive…  
Once in a dream, I saw my aunt sitting on the beach. It was 
emptied of all people, bare except for the waves and a wooden 
chair and the round table by which she sat. In her hand, she held 
a Heineken and three yellow Splenda packets. I stood far away, 
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watching: the way she lifted the bottle to her mouth, the 
thoughtful sipping, the packets being ripped open—so bright 
against the gray sky—spilling out faux sweetness, a mere 
suggestion of sugar and real flavor. Slowly, so slowly, I drew 
nearer by a power beyond my own feet. Then the dream was gone. I 
woke, disoriented. And heard them arguing in the other room.  
Speaking of this aunt, she and her husband started a row at 
the house tonight. Things are heating up and not in a politically 
correct way. I would directly quote someone but you might accuse 
me of Chauvinism. 
Eh, I predicted that e-Harmony meeting. Man and Woman both 
got more comfortable during the date, but then Man started to 
lose interest: his eyes wandered when she talked and then the 
phone was out. 
Our “letters” continue to be, for me, a wellspring of 
inspiration. And joy. Thank you. 
[Her] 
I hope things have calmed down since the squall last night. Was the outcome benevolent or 
do tensions still seethe below deck? And what would you classify as “chauvinistic”? I’m curious. Our 
family quarrels are the subtle, controlled-tone kind with slightly edgy voices and pointed vocabulary 
usage. To be a fly on the wall of a rip-roaring fight… 
I find I am thinking longer and harder these days due to our exchanges. Little things speak 
to me, and I wish I could remember all of them to share, but it is enough that you respond so 
graciously to the silly things I send your way.  
As for the e-Harmony date, you’re very perceptive. Did the guy just check out? If I may ask, 
is this boredom typical of men? …That makes me feel sad for the girl, unless she was oblivious. It’s a 
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fine line to walk: hunting for truth (succumbing to the critical nature) and giving the benefit of the 
doubt (willfully blinding oneself). How would you say you tend to fare? I’ll be honest: I would rather 
willfully blind myself sometimes. 
Perhaps you’ve received your letter? 
[Him] 
And you accuse me of sexism! Though I would be a hypocrite 
to say that men don’t get bored… 
Storm done; not too much damage. But of course, limited 
compromise. Everyone in my family is passionate: passionate to 
the point of stupidity, particularly about American ideals. Blind 
loyalty, you might say? Or perhaps, more kindly, extreme 
nationalism/creedism. I admit, I lost my temper. But you knew 
this about me. 
I am the can of soda on the plane. Some catharsis comes 
when I write you—I apologize for this raging missive—but I wish 
we could go back. To march invisibly the halls of our summer 
haunt: to look in the glass of the front conference hall, go down 
the stairs of the gym we cleaned weekly, climb the stage to the 
old painted drum set. From all the normal daisies, there stands 
out one odd-looking flower. Who painted that there, next to the 
peeling DW sticker? One could only guess. 
You’ve promised to play Chopin for me dozens of times. When 
will this day come? The day my ever-promised letter does, I 
suppose. 
I hope your love for life has been pushing you to new 




I just realized I gave you the wrong address. I am very 
sad. Today, because I knew you would do it, I biked to the 
erroneous address, in the hopes that the kind folks living there 
would have kept my letter. But the building had been torn down 
long ago. (What fearsome sign is this! A portent?) 
The banality here is killing me. And now no Arabic to 
translate, no letter to read!  
[Her] 
A portent, perhaps, but of what? 
And is this your boredom talking? Yet I know the feeling. I know it quite well. Could we 
possibly be the same person? Am currently in my sanctuary, trying to write. I feel like my expressive 
voice has all dried up and died from lack of something I can’t quite put my finger on… The blank 
page is unfettered by noise or excess light. Only excess thought, I suppose, with the only mean of 
funneling my mind onto the page a pen, and it cannot write fast enough, slow enough. This quiet 
tastes bitter. Rilke, your solitude has failed me. 
No worries for the letter. I will wait for it to come back, and then mail it again. You owe me 
a stamp.  
[Him] 
You owe me a longer letter. 
[Her] 
If you insist. 
I happened upon a wonderful consignment shop today, full of colorful, vintage clothing, and 
also an 80s style CD warehouse full of all things good and hippie. It even smelled like incense. I 
found some crackly old sheets of Chopin—the Nocturne in C# Minor—for I have indeed promised 
you a song.  
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I see all of us now: downtown, at a coffee shop, sitting and talking for a while. Will cracks 
theology jokes and quiets when the debate on the essence of reality (or some other philosophical 
number) kicks up—he never did argue back. Sir Talksalot heads the debate and leans forward 
expressively, determined to have the final word. Keegan experiment-buys the random coffee 
concoction, commenting at odd moments and helping those of us too intent on winning to 
remember to laugh. Fading in and out of the conversation, you listen intently to the local artists, head 
cocked to the side in thought, eyes far away.  
Someone then suggests we find a better coffee shop, since—as I am too obtuse to realize—
the coffee is bad. We float down toward the fountain and admire the way the starlight trickles across 
the water. Or is the water trickling? It is hard to tell, the elements are so perfectly blended. You are 
thinking, You wax, as ever, poetic, but now we must drive back up the mountain to prepare for our next 
week of work. 
I sense—wrongly?—that you’re in a mood, one of those we like to call stormy, influential, 
and terribly Byronic. Do recall, the room may have four walls, a ceiling, and a predetermined sense of 
foreclosure, but if here far away in Kentucky I’m feeling the same thing, then perhaps we’re both 
forgetting the width and length of the wide world. (I do hope I’m wrong.) 
[Him] 
Everyone sleeps quietly downstairs. I, however, sit on the 
roof and write you.  
My brother and his wife fought again today. (A family of 
fighters.) This isn’t news, but I tremble to think of divorce. I 
love Bentley as if she were blood. Marriage is terrifying; 
genuine acts of love, confounding. Yet I desire it. What madness 
is this? My brother left, raging, and went to walk the 
neighborhood until… he calmed down? he decided he’d never come 
back? Something. But Bentley waited for him in the foyer. Just 
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waited. After a while, she went upstairs and changed into one of 
his t-shirts and then came back down. When he walked back through 
the front door, she burst out in affectionate scolding, then 
gathered him into her arms. I don’t think that image will leave 
me any time soon. 
This came to mind today:  
 
The point of marriage is not to create a quick commonality by tearing down all boundaries; on the 
contrary, a good marriage is one in which each partner appoints the other to be the guardian of his 
solitude, and thus they show each other the greatest possible trust. A merging of two people is an 
impossibility, and where it seems to exist, it is a hemming-in, a mutual consent that robs one 
party or both parties of their fullest freedom and development. But once the realization is 
accepted that even between the closest people infinite distances exist, a marvelous living side-by-
side can grow up for them, if they succeed in loving the expanse between them, which gives them 
the possibility of always seeing each other as a whole and before an immense sky.  
 
It’s Rilke, of course. 
By the way, someone went missing from your little sketch 
about our summer life, and I’m for certain that she was there. In 
my memory, her presence is very vivid. Each moment of the 
evening, each shift in conversation and look across the table, 
would have been, for this girl, an opportunity to grow. Without 
her, where is the perception beyond argumentation we so often 
enjoyed? A quality making her all the more appealing, at least to 
the one with the far-away eyes. 
 [Her] 
I have finished Rilke. 
In a sudden storm, the lights went out last night. By candlelight, I wrote more freely than I 
have for a while. Perhaps it’s the not-seeing the words that is the trick to creative writing. The slow 
unveiling in dimness, a stream I can’t dissect before its time.  
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I’ve begun to pack for school. It’s strange to think we’ll be seeing each other again soon. 
Your letter has yet to return. I’m sad for there was a photograph in there. Do you remember when 
Lila chalked up the Lahaye parking lot with pictures of us? You at the drums, me at the keyboard, 
Keegan and the rest scattered across the concrete. Your hair was yellow, and your beard was long. I 
stood behind my piano, a timid smile, as if hiding. Keeping a safe distance. 
[Him] 
A safe distance from what? The world? 
I’m actually heading back to school tonight. To see you in 
person! (Should this be odd? It feels odd.) 
[Her] 
The world is not so benign as you think. Or as I think. 
You like the word “odd.”  
[Him] 
Your immense vocabulary, comparative to all humanity, 
biases you. 
I didn’t expect this to happen: camp or otherwise. Our 
conversations have been like fresh air in a mildewed broom 
closet. Thank you. 
And you needn’t fear the world, m’lady. You’ll make your 
mark in time (if you ever finish that book, for one). 
[Her] 
That book, bah! 
You’re welcome? You mentioned how difficult it would be to go back, to see certain people. 
Me? Someone else? 
Fond memory: sitting out behind the gym with the band guys and realizing, in the midst of 
another conversation on the essence of reality, that someone was showering me with shreds of grass. 
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Are blue chairs really blue? Do we create or discover ourselves? Through our letters, I feel I 
have both created and discovered a new self. 
[Him] 
In me, you see a life that has been molded by Others: vast 
Others in the forms of my parents, brother, Bentley, Ian, 
artists, the Creator. I have been ruminating tonight, and as for 
existentialism and self-creation, I’d rather look up. A sunset 
tonight took me back to earlier days in college with you and the 
guys. Red and orange, and the clouds looked like stairs. 
What do you think about fate? 
[Her] 
Jacob might have seen something akin to your vision. A stairway to heaven. Did you climb? 
Fate is a little too mystic of a term for me to use comfortably, but I believe Providence 
guides all things. The fundamental element of a person is the nature with which he is born, and then 
God allows certain beings in their life. It is, I think, an active placement. Of people, of circumstances. 
And through them, we are shaped. 
[Her] 
I hope you are well. Mom called from Kentucky, and your letter came back today.  
How sad and ironic that after all this time you should never open it. 
Suppose I won’t bother you with it now. Or send this email. 
No harm in recovering the contents of my 
own mind and heart… What fell first out of 
the weathered, calligraphied envelope was a 
photo. I saw it with a jolt: us again. 
Exhausted, smiling, smelling vaguely of weak 
church coffee, and crowding Dallas, who you held princess-style. His tolerance ran long when it 
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came to our antics. And I look and look, squinting, drawing it close up to my eyes, and then put it 
away. Old happiness… It can trip you up a little when it falls in front of you again. 
Not that I blame you. 
[Her] 
Funny. The change of circumstances, the reentrance and exit of certain people in your life… 
I feel we anticipated this. Don’t you?  
It’s likely not appropriate for you to respond. But just so you know, I still have your book.
___ 
The Note 
Sometimes, I think, things won’t mean anything until I achieve eighty years and earn 
the gray hair I’ve already got. That’s the age of harvest, contrivance?, in which we spin 
lessons like gold from gnarly woolen life. But other times, I know meaning evades me 
because I’m too emotionally lazy to look for it. For a long time, this Note was a bad case of 
the latter. Am trying now; I promise. 
“Accidental attraction by science of exposure effect” is perhaps the best way to term 
it: he was mid-rough-relationship, “figuring things out” with a recently-exed girlfriend, and I 
was just the nearby good friend who happened to enjoy Sylvia Plath as much as he did. It 
wasn’t “just” anything, though. The real story begins with a misguided letter. A real one. In 
the meantime of getting that letter to the right address, “we”—I am [Her]; said boy is 
[Him]—exchanged emails. And that’s what this essay is: select passages from 78 pages’ 
worth of letter-styled emails that we sent the summer I was twenty. These “letters” are vastly 
abbreviated, and my rewrite of [Him]’s letters is a reorganized, reworded, tone-similar 
paraphrase of passages that I selected from his letters. I wanted to keep the quality and 
content of our letter exchange, bizarre and formal yet personal, but I do not intend to steal 
[Him]’s words. (Starting to sound like Rider Haggard here. Please forgive. As Augustus 
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Moore once wrote, “The man who could write ‘he spoke to She’ can have no ear at all… 
God help [all] literature.”) 
I look back to the moment I scrawled out the Arabic of this real letter, and it seems 
like one of the braver things I’ve ever done. You see, as Lewis says, “to love is to be 
vulnerable.” And to love/like/date in my culture…well, there had better be marriage on the 
horizon. Or so I was taught for a long time. Then we Christians at large began to realize, 
mostly in the snarky blog arena, how much Josh Harris’s I Kissed Dating Goodbye jacked with 
us. Yet another example of human effort at holiness gone fundamental-extreme. And while 
my feelings for my friend developed naturally, as, if I may guess at his thoughts, his did too, 
that was the scariest part, the natural.  
Who was this boy to me? An intellectual challenger, a dear unknown friend. 
Someone with toes enough in the spiritual world to gain my trust but elbow deep in earth. 
Earthy things have a way of being unmanageable; after long years of paddling about in 
spiritual shallows, my hands were slippery. 
It was an ancient-hearted friendship, but with too many complications, one being we 
were so young. We thought we understood God, love, one another. Two more years 
followed these letters, and in all that time, we never quite carved out the essence of whatever 
was there between us, the heart of it, hidden under the British accents. But I guess that’s 
how you kill a thing: carving out its heart.  
In time, the fears—the cultural jurisdiction on male-female interaction; my inborn 
fears as a girl of the quiet deep-feeling make; and those cowardices that trickled into his 
ways—crippled what could have been a good thing, along with the complications and the 
youth. We wanted heart without exposure. But such a thing would be as strange as an 
anticipated letter, never, by the intended, opened. 
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This Half the Sky 
I. On Not Waiting for Great 
The entrance bore metric height measurements on the doorframe, just above the gilded bolt. 
A window with slatted shades cast shadows like prison bars, and the room reeked of starch: carpets, 
curtains, collars in BB&T burgundy. On one side of the plastic-wood office desk, my mother and I 
sat in two faux leather chairs that teased of backside comfort, and on the other side sat the bank lady.   
Mrs. Leah Bank-lady rocked red hair, the sort of red only a drugstore box can achieve; a face 
made up thick, coated so as to suggest a pasty reminiscence of youth; and the chunky silver wedding 
ring of a second or third marriage. She was interesting to watch when she talked—something about 
the way the lipstick perfectly glossed over the usual wrinkles in lips—but she talked mainly to my 
mother. At twenty-three, I am not really considered an adult. (I would blame it on my slacktivistic 
generation, except that I too live at home.)  
My mother sat on my right: she is an à-la-natural kind of gal with curling blond hair and that 
day, had on a 1980s wedding band and old pearl earrings as her only adornments. Between the two 
women, stacked on the fake-wood desk, was financial paperwork of the bewildering sort, and while I 
thumbed through the agreements that would eventually give me my first debit card, they loudly 
discussed boys. My eyes focused on the pages and pages of inky agreements—who could afford this 
much embossing and color ink? maybe I was right to stick with cash for so long—but at the ladies’ 
words, I was transported to middle school days and the dreaded five-minute locker time, during 
which I crawled through tweenage girls’ splotchily-shaved legs to get to books. Kneeling on the 
grime-covered tiled flooring, I overheard many a loud discussion of boyfriend smells, borrowed 
sweatshirts, and not-so-veiled hints at other things we were too young to be doing. And somehow, 
sitting in the bank, the annoyance arose again in me at the women-talk (but I am a woman! I appreciate 
girl power! I want women to talk!). The irritation arose more particularly as they discussed boys for me, 
because if (since) I was (recently) single, then of course I was looking, and the bank, being a public 
establishment, attracted all sorts of churched available creatures. 
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“He’s a good boy,” Mrs. Leah Bank-lady was saying. “He goes to Temple Hill, is up there all 
the time if he’s not working, and I swornee to goodness that he’s not dated anyone since high school. 
No hobbies either. Just working and church.” Then there’s something wrong with him, I thought, and then 
I thought of my interests (school, church, working out, and writing) and wondered if I too was 
getting advertised across the city of Bowling Green. 
“He’s a looker,” she added. I cringed on the inside, having been told as much by various 
persons in the past: as in, you don’t have a lazy eye or limbs missing, why can’t you get a man?  
I had a bad habit where, in unconscious anxiety, I picked at the skin around my fingernails. 
My pain shot up my finger. I looked down. I had broken the skin. To stem the flow, I shoved the 
finger in my mouth, but that was even less pleasant. The blood smelled like peas tasted, bitter and 
metallic. 
Still, they talked: boys, girls, good boys vs. bad boys, girls who are looking, the generation of 
girls who “settle,” true love, first kisses, the Duggars, waiting for “Great.” On the surface, I agreed. I 
looked over the women’s heads, letting my eyes water at the sun coming down in those prison-bar 
slats, and I wondered how she, Mrs. Leah Bank-lady, could stand sitting inside all day. I wanted to 
bike, or hike, or run—I wanted to not be there with them or inside anywhere with my thoughts. 
(Where was he? What was he doing right now? Why, how, did it happen?) I pictured myself in the cornfield I 
had found just weeks before on the outskirts of Bowling Green—the wind kicking up around my 
bike wheels, the comforting recognition of being completely alone. I had never wanted that before. 
Especially at night, sleeping alone unnerved me, gave me strange dreams where I sat up, talking to 
people who weren’t there, and then startled myself awake in the lonely bedroom. Now, since the 
break-up, the rejoined singlehood, I sought aloneness even in my mind. I’d never done that before, 
never tried to shut myself, or what I considered the presence of God, out.  
I have seen single friends who let the guy “have their way with them” go through—in the 
emotional aftermath—periods of excess showering. One roommate showered every morning and 
sometimes evenings too, blowing out her long gold curls and subduing them, layer by layer, into a 
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sleek stiff straightness. She slept balled up in her thin cotton comforter like a human burrito, only her 
feet sticking out, and faced away from me, from anyone who might come in the door. When she 
woke, she showered again, removed all signs of pain with pale foundation and turquoise eyeliner. My 
reaction to separation, I supposed, looked so different because I had given a different something 
away.  
The conversation rolled together: it’s so sad…these days…boys don’t 
pursue…church…these days…where did the manners go?… Then from the muck of the so-called 
woman-talk, my ears perked up just in time to hear Mom announce:  
“My daughters… This is considered bizarre by usual standards, but they’ve not kissed 
anyone. They are saving that first kiss for their husbands. No young people do that anymore!” 
I heard myself bark out a laugh, as if someone else was finding all this just as uncomfortably 
hilarious as I. A sting, a rush of iron-smelling warmth over my fingers, and I excused myself, after the 
usual chiding for tearing up my hands, to the one-stalled bathroom to wash. “She always does that,” I 
hear behind me. “She’s just like her father. Forgetting where she sets things down, picking at her skin 
all the time… Some things just run in the family.” 
I shut the door behind me. Observing myself like a stranger in the fake-gold-rimmed mirror, 
I catch the grinding of the teeth, the flushed feeling all over my face. The culture of the Wedding 
First Kiss was that girl’s, the one staring back at me strangely, with the same blue eyes but a new, 
dark sort of wisdom inside. Anger is there too, if it can be so typically described as a flicker, flash, or 
fire. Grief, in the bare stain of mascara ringing those eyes, evidence of the long series of nights, the 
endless sleeplessness, then at its miraculous end, the sleep-talking without answers.  
My Mom had taught a girls’ Bible study when I was in high school, and it had often hinged 
topically upon that Special Someone all of us were supposed to wait for: “Great.” On Valentine’s 
Day, all of us had worn fabric-painted tee-shirts with crowned frogs and Bible verses that got stuck 
on the plastic chairs we sat in for class. The Duggars were extreme but revered. Purity rings were a 
thing; I never got one, but I’d written a letter to my husband shortly after turning seventeen that 
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promised sort of the same thing. In the absence of the physical, I explored emotionally, literarily, and 
philosophically. A Victorian sort of romantic, I guess.  
Maybe in pride I couldn’t fathom forming attachments of these seemingly higher materials—
not because they house no penchant for romance, but because “guys are animals.” Then I met 
someone. One usually does. Someone who found higher attachments safer too, until one day we 
stopped climbing philosophical monkey bars and actually looked in each others’ faces for a second. 
And that’s when it happened: I kissed a boy.  
It hadn’t worked out.  
That’s to be somewhat expected with the number of chivalrous conceptions I had about 
men, the number of hang-ups over “pursuit,” “commitment,” and “falling in love,” the guilt over the 
kiss(es). Sure, though, to set the usual break-up line on its head: “it’s not [just] me, it’s you.” Feel sorry 
for me, I will blog jokingly. I fall for jerks and bearded hipsterbillies and men who want to keep me skinny.  
Standing there in the bathroom, I decided I didn’t like the look of myself: raccoon eyes, 
wrinkled mouth, heaviness around my jaw and hips. I wrapped the bloody finger in toilet paper and 
rejoined the women, who had thankfully moved onto another topic.  
“What would you like the pin number to be?” Mrs. Leah Bank-lady asked, dabbing her 
burgundy lipstick with a hanky. 
I knew which four numbers would always stick in my mind, so I put them, all but the year, 






II.  The Color Inside My World 
My mother was standing at the sink, washing something in lukewarm sudsy water, when I 
approached her several months later. I was still wearing my Sunday clothes and towered over her in 
my shoes. 
Scanning me from heel to head, she said, “Them’s some banging high heels.” 
“They’re my stab-stalkers-in-the-eyes heels,” I replied. 
“Oh.” Her tone was cheerful as she sudsed another plate. 
I often tell her things at the kitchen sink; it is the one place she stays the longest. When we 
wander Walmart together, I worry I will lose her if I blink too long. One second, she’s madly veering 
the wobbly-wheel cart in obedience to her giddy will, the next, vanishing around a bend or down 
some aisle five rows down, and I will only find her again when I hear her constant song echoing in 
the bird-filled rafters. (She too is a bird.) Suppose, you say, there are other singing mothers wielding 
their carts ferociously, abandoning their grown daughters in strange coves of bread and birdseed? I’ll 
know it’s her by the Carpenters song with the words all switched around. This is how she does 
things, after her own fashion without too much care to how it’s supposed to be. Supposed-to-bes 
don’t fall on the to-do list often; she considers it a wasteful exercise in comparison. 
I said, “They say you’re supposed to walk with keys between your fingers, but—” 
“Who’s they?” 
“Oh, I dunno…” I carelessly munched on something nearby, hungry after a long service. 
“My friends.” 
Mock-shock: “You have friends?!”  
“Yes, Mother. I have friends.” 
Clang. The pots were brusquely, efficiently cleaned. My mother is the fifth-born free-spirit in 
all things save cleanliness, though I don’t know how that happened, because the fifth-born in our 
family has no concept of bacteria or tidy rooms or hair-brushing. I helped Mom dry and hang the 
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pots. I worried, given enough leash in the conversation, I might run from the room and let the 
overgrown skeletons keep hanging in my brain. 
I started to talk. “I’ve been meaning to tell you something for a while now.”   
She pushed up her dress sleeves. Hm mm? She nodded, glancing out the sink window where 
the last of the summer hummingbirds still came, and looking back at me. She’s not listening, but 
she’s still there.  
I asked, “Remember that time at the bank when you and the lady were talking about boys?” 
I felt silly saying it. How to even say it?  
As I reached up to hook the pots above our heads, she eyed my heels again. “You’re 
humongous. I never have to look up this much to you.” 
“You shatter my self-esteem.” 
“It’ll be better before you get married,” she retorted.  
Her father, my Papa, had said this to her, and of course it was always the case. The Southern 
phrase was time-oriented, implying “it may hurt now, but it will be better eventually (most likely, 
before you’re married).” Marriage = the life benchmark. Being married is so far away when you’re 
five, so whirlwind-wonderful when you’re on the brink of it. It must be at the start. (Otherwise, on 
some level, it would seem like the stupidest thing in the world.) This phrase was the amnesiac answer 
to life’s problems. So my mother quipped it without discrimination: when we scraped our knees 
learning in-line skating on the torn-up concrete driveway; when we knocked our little clumsy bodies 
into door frames or cabinets; when my brother threw a rock at the back of my head, and in belated 
accidental response, I busted his lip open with a bat. She would kick the skates, smack the 
doorframe, toss the rock, the bat, across the yard, crying, “Bad bad,” and then assure us as she 
rubbed the pain away: “It’ll feel better before you get married. It will.” I never thought it confining 
until I got a liberal arts degree. 
 “Do you remember that time at the bank?” I repeat. 
“Yeah, I remember.” 
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So I told her, feeling silly and penitent and somehow neither at the same time. It just was, 
what had happened, and I wanted her to know. 
She turned her head sideways like Heidi, our hyper labradoodle with, at times, boggly Nora 
Desmond eyes—taking it in, registering, masking confusion with a semblance of interest. As I 
explained the gist of it, she, smiling, turned back to the sink. A hummingbird there flitted and sipped 
at the transparent cylinder with yellow plastic flowers.  
“There are worse things,” she said. 
The sugar juice inside the hummingbird feeder, my father’s concoction, looked like a Kool-
Aid that Mom used to make us on hot summer days. The sun evaporating the sweat off our 
shoulders. The crinkled pastel streamers flying from my bike handles. My best friend and her Dollar 
General makeup box with enough eye glitter inside to bewilder a fairy village. Her sister who bit me 
for not wanting to be the prince, again. The made-up multitudes of my sisters on the back porch, 
torturing Mom and Dad with yet another production of our own invention: “Once upon a time…” 
The twilight fireflies that glimmered like whispers from our future, if only we could catch them. Our 
Mom’s whistle to bring us home at night. She learned that too from Papa, watching him from a 
corner and running back to the woods before he felt her eyes on him. 
“There are worse things,” I said, pulling away from the kitchen sink.   
Some days, I feel thin and tired, between worlds, stretched like too little panty hose over too 
much leg. Then I read a lament like Jane Tompkins’s, “Sometimes, I think the world contains no 
women,” and feel it in me to laugh aloud in the kitchen. Loud ones shake the table on which I write, 
romping with the labradoodle who has outgrown her own self-control. Women fill the halls of my 
school, transform the language. Statement-makers with frizzed-out blonde Stevie Nicks hair, 
nurturing hands, and New York dreams of people-multitudes and glam. They hate lipstick, love it, 
and wear whatever skin color they want. Their abundance of self invites and transcends eye-rolling. 
There goes one now, singing opera in the store and blessing the bank workers with muffins. Audre 
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Lorde’s world…my world…the world is “a dreamlike fullness of women sharing color and food and 
warmth and light.” It radiates women, and I look upon it and think, It is good. 
“Call everyone,” Mom said, flicking the dishtowel at me in a zinger rat-tail and smirking as I 




Sins We Quiet Ones Commit 
Silence in the face of evil is itself evil.  
~Dietrich Bonheoffer 
 
 Rising from the piano bench with slow movements that border on elegance, David Gungor 
pulls a guitar over his head and looks out over the string ensemblists who accompany him, out to his 
lukewarmly cheering audience. In a voice husky from song, he says by way of hello, “We are The 
Brilliance, and we’re about to soft rock your faces off…” It doesn’t sound cocky. He takes in the dark 
room and quietly settles the long tapers of his fingers on the first chord. “This next song,” he says, 
“is inspired by a prayer that our Catholic brothers and sisters have been saying for many centuries.”  
A Penitential Order: Rite One 
Most merciful God,  
we confess that we have sinned against thee 
in thought, word, and deed, 
by what we have done, 
and by what we have left undone. 
“Holy Mother of God,” Gungor sings, “pray for us. Now and at the hour of our death. 
Amen.” 
 I listen, agreeing. Open.  
The image strikes me behind the eyes. 
Yesterday, twenty-one Egyptian Christians were beheaded.  
I turned off the television. 
 Pray, Mary, pray where you rest in paradise. Because I cannot but lift my brains heavenward 
and, in no words, beg, “Father, do something with that and this, this this that is.”  
 “Most merciful God,” Gungor goes on, “Forgive us for all the things we have done…” 
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 The whiskered man wore a beanie against the cold, just a bedraggled beanie, and stood on 
the side of the highway near Charlotte, North Carolina. He held a cardboard sign I could not read. 
Rolling my window down, I held my hand out to him, cash wadded inside. He darted across traffic. 
“What’s your name?” I asked. 
His eyes registered limitedly as he took the money. “Bill.”  
I could not read his eyes, what he was thinking. As a car came toward us, he dashed back 
across the road, and I hollered over the sound of traffic, “I’m praying for you, Bill!” Once he had 
turned safely away from me, I smacked my hand on the wheel. A bit of cash. A tiny prayer. Forgive 
us these little little doings in all the mess we’ve made, Lord. 
“…and left undone.” 
Bonhoeffer was a Lutheran minister and Christian with, as he held, necessarily anti-Nazi 
sentiments. He spoke loudly against not only Hitler, euthanasia, and the Jewish genocide but also, 
and particularly, his mute fellow Christians. In a treatise on his philosophy, Jean Greisch writes that 
the greatest of evils for him was “private virtue, which renounces all public debate[,… a] purely 
private morality [that] shields its eyes from injustice and condemns itself to culpable muteness. This 
is the most subtle form of self-delusion: one keeps one’s hands clean and sins by omission.” Just two 
years after he was engaged, unknowingly never to be married, and two weeks before Allied forces 
liberated the camp of his internment, Bonhoeffer said, “This is the end—for me, the beginning of 
life,” and was hanged. 
 The song filters back: “Forgive us.” 
 I turn off televisions. (I am safe.) 
 “Forgive us.” 
 I check homeless men off my list. (I am comfortable.) 
 “Forgive us.” 
 I sit. (Quietly.) 





Winter is coming. My wanderlust crumples annually with the cold. In summer, wanderers 
refuse the confines of buildings, but now the day doesn’t reach us until our third cup of coffee, and 
then all is dark again as we bike home at 4:30, tempting fate by wearing thick black coats and no 
reflectors. The spirit of adventure demands too much self-purposed energy, and there is no sunlight 
to reciprocate. I, the great bear, would rather crawl into my cave and wait out this darkness with 
sleep.  
But this year, it’s a darkness beyond the animal senses. The chill that has come over me is 
more than the potential of death—not mere autumn sadness with its final-breath flair. Recently, my 
father’s mother discovered a thickening in one breast, an aggressive cancer nearing the lymph nodes. 
I’ve been imagining the cancer like an exponential spike on a chart. Or a spider-vein on pale flesh—
purple, evil, unstoppable. It’s the intangible darkness of soul-weariness, of a loved one’s body turning 
against itself, a biological betrayal, a curse. The curse that is death, waiting patiently or impatiently to 
claim us. 
Today, I mourn a stranger. Sitting here in the Kentucky family kitchen, five hundred miles 
away, I read about this kid who looks like someone I should know, who looks like a guy I dated—
dark-featured, bearded, cardigan over plaid, and Clarks—and it’s eerie to me that I never did meet 
him, as photographs of him with old friends keep cropping up all over Instagram and Facebook. 
They will light candles for him tonight at Liberty University. I am there: somewhere in a 
memory, somewhere in the ancient heart of the future. The candlelight glows against the white 
marble of DeMoss Hall, a building so fresh and untroubled by the weight of history and the guilt 
years bring until now—reminded of its past sins, the other incidents of this kind. The candles drip 
wax and emit a wavering peace, the orange flames against blue night flickering as sudden winds, 
mean as chance, tear through the columns. It burns cold, cold, against the still-warm skin of weeping 
students—friends and family to this kid name Jon.  
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I probably shouldn’t say “kid,” because he was only two years younger than me. A business-
something-or-other major with limited interest in school, but a Bible certificate like me, and like me, 




The eve of my enlightenment was so long ago, it seems a fairy tale now. January in Virginia 
was blue with cold; even the stars shivered in their sockets. A friend-not-friend and I stood outside 
the local coffee shop in furred hoods and handknit mittens and said goodbye with teeth that clacked. 
While I bit my cheek from saying anything stupid, he unwrapped his hands from his pockets and dug 
through a car that smelled like cigarette smoke. Finally, he unearthed a book and Radiohead’s Kid A 
album, put them in my hands—almost touching them—and wished me well. “This book will change 
your life,” he told me. Days before, we had gone geocaching, traipsing along the train tracks next to 
our university, where he refused to acknowledge me in the hall. (We weren’t together like that.) Life 
seemed a fickle beast to me, and tiresome…except for those books, those adventures through the 
trees, seeking something we didn’t really care about finding except for the thrill of the search. 
Nine hundred miles later, my band and I unveiled from our winter layers in tropical Florida, 
where the women were already wearing vibrant floral prints. We had free time before our next show, 
so we stopped in at another coffee shop—a glittering franchise where students guiltlessly siphoned 
WiFi. I slumped in one of the window couches and began the last third of the book, which I had 
torn through on the van ride south, using my cellphone light to read when it got too dark. It was a 
sleeveless battered copy of Donald Miller’s A Million Miles in a Thousand Years. When patrons and 
baristas alike began to raise their eyebrows at me, I realized I was crying. 
Outside, the orange sun fell down to a glorious pink sleep, and it felt friendly as fireglow on 
my face. How tropical, how surreal and summery after the angry cold of the Virginia mountain air. 
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For months, we had groveled under black skies on the rain-beaten campus. But here, we were–I 
was–inundated with warmth and color as if from a long-term numbness of soul. 
I seemed to change as I read. I read lines like: 
“And once you live a good story, you get a taste for a kind of meaning in life, and you can’t 
go back to being normal; you can’t go back to meaningless scenes stitched together by the forgettable 
thread of wasted time.” 
And: 
“I don’t wonder anymore what I’ll tell God when I go to heaven when we sit in the chairs 
under the tree, outside the city [.] I’ll tell these things to God, and he’ll laugh, I think, and he’ll 
remind me of the parts I forgot, the parts that were his favorite. We’ll sit and remember my story 
together, and then he’ll stand and put his arms around me and say, ‘Well done,’ and that he liked my 
story. And my soul won’t be thirsty anymore.” 
Donald Miller granted me such sensations of living in that moment, a vibrant awareness of 
the breath soaring in and out of my lungs, a soft heat of dying daylight on my skin, the gentle hum of 
friends’ laughter easing in and out of my consciousness. With sudden cleared vision, I looked across 
Starbucks and took in the people: the college student with a bright green Mac and braces; the suited 
latte-sipping lawyer with a furrowed brow; the businessman with too many chairs at his table, looking 
lonely; the heavy-hipped women and their exploding diaper bags, years of stunted individuality 
before them; my bright-faced friends, high on life, caffeine, and the road; all occupying the same 
shop for one brief moment in history… We were all, together, alive. 
 
III. 
 The first incident, as far as my memory holds, was three years ago this November. In 
Lynchburg, the stars are so bright this time of year. Five Liberty worship students planned to go 
swing-dancing downtown in the old sweaty dance salon above an art studio. It was a sketchy little 
place next to concrete parking garages with flickering fluorescent lights and boisterous loiterers—I 
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know; I’ve been salsa-dancing there in my time. But the night’s activities were cancelled for some 
unknowable reason. That was when the stars and that spirit of adventure—sometimes nymph, 
sometimes devil—called to them. It was this creature that visited the Europeans when they looked 
upon a parchment map littered with sea monsters and decided to colonize the world. It is this 
creature that grins in twilight hours and calls for human friends, particularly those with undeveloped 
frontal lobes and no starched-collar beast, Reason, on their mental leash. We youths don’t know the 
real name (the older ones have forgotten), thence we paint it docilely: “adventure.” And so often it 
makes great company, especially when the stars are out. 
One of the students suggested this, no one knows whom, and in the name of living life fully, 
they did it. They climbed onto the tracks of the Lynchburg trestle, just past the No Trespassing sign, 
watched the stars glitter from the bridge, and then saw the headlights. Heard the horn. Only then 
realizing they couldn’t get off. 
 
 Along that mile of bridge, trees climb between the great iron legs, interweaving and 
embracing them as if they were almost natural—but beyond the leaves and legs, there is not much 
else. Only trees. And the river below. 
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Caught on the bridge, seeing headlights, you have three choices: jump, fall, or wait for the 
train. If you jump to the support beams, you might be able to hold on long enough for the train to 
batter through the night above you—if your hands aren’t slippery from sweat, stiff from shock. If 
you fall those ninety feet, you might survive hitting your head on the boulders sheathing the 
riverbank. But if you wait… 
Three of them jumped. One landed along the James. One was struck. 
 
IV. 
Funny how quickly we humans forget our moments of illumination.  
It was July; I had finished Donald Miller, Jack Kerouac, and Kurt Vonnegut. We were on 
summer tour this time, and we drove a giant unmarked white van—nicknamed the 
“Sketchmobile”—in which the A/C had long since puttered uselessly into silence. We dripped sweat. 
The leather car seats of our band van seemed stapled to our skin by some misfortune of existence, 
and when our arms and legs, flaccid from inactivity, would accidentally touch, it was too hot to 
bother unsticking ourselves from each other. 
After six weeks on the road in the heat of July, we rarely spoke to one another anymore. We 
glowered at the bandmate who would go over meal stipend by a single cent (at Chipotle: “no, you 
can’t get guac”) and lined our voices with edges when insisting we weren’t the last person to sleep in 
the middle row by ourselves. Oh, the coveted middle row, the place to stretch, the place to be alone.  
Social media filled the long hours of endless farmland, with the occasional interruption of a 
red barn with the word “Ohio” painted cheaply on its side. “Who could be proud of Ohio?” 
someone would say under their breath. “Everyone here is fat.” We would put our iPhones to 
unsmudged parts of windows and ironically Instagrammed all the fun we weren’t having: Good times 
in Ohio #barnsfordayz #nofilter. How I hate those photos now. They meant nothing, except a means 
of escaping the moment we had been given. 
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Over dinner, on the road to the next city, we looked at our phones or out the window and 
imagined cold showers. We were tired of the road and its familiar cities, of the predictable 
unpredictable. It had become normal.  
The lead singer Instagrammed the chandelier and the pasta, our on-command smiles: Dining 
fancy tonight with my band peeps #roadlife #somuchfun #liveauthentic 
I didn’t read much those days, though I did watch the occasional Ingmar Bergman film 
(Scenes from a Marriage, Through a Glass Darkly, Winter Light…). Living “authentic” seemed to me 
something more than a book or a concert or a hike in the woods. I wondered why it shouldn’t be 
wild, looking down from great heights, something of danger, something of adventure, and of course, 
love. All that, in terms as I understood them, evaded me, and I discontented myself with Facebook 
until we invented new means of distraction.   
 
V. 
Last fall, settled down in Kentucky from my years of travels, I sipped on coffee at the 
kitchen table, thinking of my many younger sisters and the ambitions already consuming them; of 
endless graduate assignments; of the coldness of the coffee; of the quietness. I was unused to such 
stillness. Though I read Henri Nouwen’s Life of the Beloved, my mind drifted far above me in hazy pink 
clouds, bordered like a quilt with sleepiness, a product of my dullness. It troubled me, my inability to 
sustain adventure, to be happy when it was upon me. My name was in the mouths of stars and the 
whir of the road, and going seemed like some sort of solution. 
But then my thoughts jolted back to my body at Nouwen’s near-command (he is far too 
gentle for dogmatic platitudes): “for the sake of your own soul, cultivate presence.”  
I paused and read:  
“By presence I mean attentiveness. The problem of modern living is that we are too busy to 
notice that we are being blessed. It has become extremely difficult for us to stop, listen, pay attention, 
and receive gracefully what is offered to us.” 
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I stopped, put down my coffee. Stood from the table and went for a walk.  
When in winter I walk alone sometimes, trying to recall sunshine and green, I think of how 
many people have died in the houses along the street where I live. Fears coupled with the cold wind 
hurry my feet along, and my bewilderment grows when I consider all potentials there are out there: the 
murderers on the loose; the sudden bomb being dropped on little old Bowling Green; the numerous 
doors available to me, like Sylvia’s fruit falling at my feet, too ripe and wasted. No matter how silly I 
know these fears to be, the fearing seems intrinsic to being human. I cannot help but fear because it 
is the way I recognize my mortality. No thoughts of the life beyond, but rather the end of what I 
know. The end of what I have been given to use—fully or not. 
 
VI. 
An angel-headed philosophy chases us: 
YOLO (“you only live once”) 
Carpe Diem 
a beatnik, don’t-stop mentality of NOW 
don’t turn from the plough to glance behind 
just go 
Go  
Those of the Cult-of-the-Now are beautiful, betrothed to a tempo of life that cannot suffer 
sighings, cannot hesitate in the humdrum. If they do pause, there is in the interim a Hamlet-esque 
posturing for reflection, for achievement, for posterity’s sake. Our self-commands: Savor. Live.  
The hipsters of my time replicate many qualities of the 1940s moment-magicians—Ginsberg, 
Kerouac, Cassady, Johnson, and Burroughs: a love for literature, philosophical talks, large glasses, 
and craft brew. But we enthuse ourselves into wakefulness so we don’t realize just how very bored, 
depressed, apathetic, we are.  




The stranger, somehow known to me, died on the Lynchburg train trestle on Saturday.  
I guess Jon decided not to jump or fall. I guess he didn’t have time enough to decide. 
The last moments elude me when I try to imagine them, try to feel what he might have as 
the train came closer, as he intuited the end. Before that haunting train whistle, the day was darkening 
pleasantly. It was 4:30 and there were the beginnings of stars. Others, friends, had come along for the 
hike, not thinking of the old blood stains on the tracks, thinking only of all the times they’ve been 
here before and suffered only in the mind—romantic anguish, theological questions, social media 
popularity battles. Those darker thoughts—those of life, death, afterlife—didn’t seem to trespass on 
their wind-reddened adventure. They just kept walking.  
Then the whirring of the tracks. The horn. The Norfolk Southern train and the conductor 
who couldn’t slow it in time. 
A week before Jon died, November 2, he Instagrammed a picture of himself standing on the 
very same bridge. The photograph shows him leaning back, hands jammed comfortably in his 
pockets: Levi’s from the looks of them. Those dark eyes cast a long studying gaze out over the leafy 
flames of the Virginia valley, like twin beams of light striking the autumnal world below into 
meaning. One foot rests on the tracks.  
Noah Gundersen, a singer-songwriter and hipster-of-hipsters, wrote the lyrics that riddle the 
edges of the young man’s post, reflective marginalia on the peripheral of his existence. (Jon looked 
like the kind of guy who would listen to Noah Gundersen.)  
“Here, I stand on the edge of the ledges I’ve made, looking for a steady hand. Here, I stand 
in the land of the rocks in the valley, trying to be a better man.”  







Could it be that, in seeking to live authentically, we are fated to a measure of falsity? Like 
hipsters, living forever in the negative, the yin to the yang of the “mainstream,” we first condemn a 
style of life and then quest for an antithetical. “Authenticity” shines not in its own flame but as it 
stands reflecting, in defiance more or less discreet, that Great Machine—be it the condemning 
church, the conservative government, the liberal government, those godless churchless people. Some 
system morphed beyond mere humans and therefore beyond human empathy. But “I am human, 
and anything human—” systems of conglomerated hominids expecting officialdom to think for 
them…but indeed human “—cannot be foreign to me.” 
 
IX. 
Jon’s story keeps bringing me back to social media, which I’ve been methodically spurning 
for the last year and a half now. I “creep” on a person who’s no longer there. His Instagram is filled 
with hiking photos, views akin to some I have found on my own travels. Some identical in being, if 
not perspective.  
Lynchburg was on the brink of autumn when I went back to bike the river trail this year. As 
the gravel path spilled into a stretch of spongy mud, the cool air brushed along my still-freckled skin, 
and the river smelled of dying things. I was not thinking of autumn or of death when I came upon 
the trestle. Instead, moved by the 
complexity of the great iron legs, I 
snapped a photograph with my Nikon. 
How manmade yet intricate as trees. 
How greenly Tolkienesque and 
fantastical yet grounded, touchable. 
The steel was cold to my hands, 
warmed by the rush of my blood from 
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biking. I stood under the bridge and angled my camera. Snap. The bridge skirts the edges of the 
photograph, but the focus is sky: untroubled and blue as birds’ eggs in spring.  
Jon’s Twitter profile reads epigraphically: “To tell others of Christ and His great worth. 
Living for a purpose that is greater than myself.” I didn’t know him. But I feel like I did. 
 
X. 
Facebook commentary ranges from sappy, eulogistic to didactic, angry, and scolding. “I 
don’t get why kids keep getting up on that trestle” or “There is a sign there, you know” or “This isn’t 
old news; Liberty’s been losing kids there since 1977” or “Take it as natural selection.”  
One Liberty professor got butchered via social media for doing the age-old “making an 
example” of this young man and calling him out on such actions, to encourage (discourage?) the 
remainder of his friend-group, the “Wanderfolk,” or what I would term, “Liberty hipsters.” 
“This is not living authentically,” she wrote. “Let us mourn. And then let us pursue the kind 
of abundant life that Christ calls us to—one far more meaningful than adrenaline rushes, 
misdemeanor trespass, and kitschy Noah Gunderson lyrics posted on Twitter and Instagram. Let this 
death not be in vain.”  
Below, a friend with whom I once recorded music commented: “You would write this 
differently if he were your son.” Knowing this professor, I don’t think she would. Knowing him, I 
don’t think he could write anything different. 
 
XI. 
One: our meaning. Two: our worth. One prime: the negotiation of our meaning by our 
output. Two prime: the merit such output is consensually granted.  
Grinning with the adventurous spirit, we stop on the side of the road by a massive cornfield 
and leap like High School Musical in front of it. Click. Just as the sun is setting. This was a thirty-minute 
wait. But it was picturesque; how many comments that orange color got. 
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We collectively accord Coffee Day to Wednesdays and record the “moment” we received 
our special drink from the tattooed barista. Ah, the leaf was crooked. #justmyluck. Regardless, it’s a 
meandering sort of beautiful.  
We drink too much in honor of a wedding we don’t remember later, making ourselves weep 
while we stare out over the starry water beneath the balconied venue and reflect quite purposefully 
on the essence of it all. We learn to remember to be awed at the world, the world of ourselves and 
our endless youth.  
None of this strikes us but in the meta-moment: the moment we created the moment (to 
quell the emptiness of our stillness). The prime of the thing itself. An invention. 
 
XII. 
Somewhere beneath these haunting social media posts, a boyfriend of a friend updates his 
status: 
 “‘Live as free people...’ It’s in the Bible,” he writes. 
Having met him, his definition of “free” might best be epitomized as “feel free to drink beer 
with your agnostic friends who won’t otherwise listen to you.” Other examples: feel free to listen to 
gifted musicians who can’t rhyme without swearing; feel free to escape the confines of a nine-to-five 
job; feel free to live beyond law. Accordingly, the “free” status makes a rather quippy slogan for 
situational relativism, assuming the reality of Christ’s grace. But if this connection may be allowed 
me, the freedom he commands seems somehow, mystically, linked to this stranger’s death. I begin to 
slip down the slope asking you to consider this, yes, but how often freedom, by this definition, has 
factored into dangerous situations I’ve witnessed. Wisdom is rarely recognized for what it is when it 
sounds like, “That doesn’t seem very safe.” Safe feels cowardly.  
The week before the train came, someone—a friend—commented on Jon’s Instagram 
photo: “I will not condone this dangerous activity.” 




 I did not know Jon, but I feel like I did. I wish I could have taken his hand and held it, if he 
would have let me. I wish I could have told him that hiking is the exercise of gods; stay off the tracks. 
I wish I could have given him Donald Miller’s A Million Miles in a Thousand Years and then taken it 
away again, telling him to forget everything he just read—not for safety’s sake but for true 
authenticity.  
Is it fatalism to say “let your story unfold,” not “write your own story”? I want others to tell 
about me, not what I have formulated of myself, come my time. Yet the winter comes, and I fall to 
inaction.  
When the bed gets too cold in the early morning, my restlessness churning the bedding up 
and letting in the snaky chills of the old Kentucky house, I stand and walk out on the back porch 
where the orange leaves flutter down, a slow rain. I reflect. I shiver in a too-short robe and think 
about what I am thinking about. I wonder at the meaning, and it’s not for its own sake but for the 
sake of the wondering, for the sake of an essay. From which hell flew the death of reality, 
encompassed in the meta-moment that kills true enjoyment?  
By an instinct not human, I am drawn back inside. There is darkness here, and sleep—pure 
and bestial, thoughtless.  
I crawl back under the covers— 
I question my own hypocrisy, writing about Jon, who I did not know really. 
I close my eyes— 
I wonder if we will ever be without such self-consciousness. 
I drift— 
 
































“India is an assault on the senses,”  





I am a wild-haired hipster, one of seven, wild and herded onto the road with the angel-
headed brethren: they are harried to cover the world, covered by wiry hair. It falls above, below their 
eyes, like dark tears dripping to their chins. But we never cry here, road-bound. We wake to 
mornings of Arizona clouds and cosmic canvas. In phases and phrases (“red sky in the mornings”), 
we widen our eyes, waken for the west, for life. (We wake slowly.) Before the road burned for us and 
brought us on by its intense yellow eyes, spat out in regimented blurbs down the concrete stream, we 
embodied the flannelled breed that charts the states by coffeehouses and bike paths. But by day 
three, we have melted into—become—the road whirring on eternally. It feels good to be immortal. 
Our wakefulness wanes. The owl hours dawn as the weakening moon rises, and we creak our 
jaws. As the phrase goes, we are poor winter squirrels, hoarding dollars for roach motels and holding 
our breath between cities. We are caught between Music City and the Rockies tonight, and we begin 
to turn blue. Yet we are too red-eyed, rumpled from cramped car quarters, to surf a local’s bug-
infested couch.  Indeed, our night portrait paints us as suspect as the time we toed Mexico: at the 
wheel, I had forgotten to take off my Aviators, and glancing at the mark-less van, the gum-cracking 
policemen released their beasts to nose through the suitcases: clean, clean, all clean. Come the mortal 
call of rest now, we cross off the barhopping and bed-begging and turn instead to nature: tree nooks, 
cave crannies, riverbeds. We mud-touched immortals find welcome there. 
Parking under a weeping willow and tumbling to rest, we trouble a beaver’s home. We lie, 
red eyes half-cracked, by a bridge-shadowed river, and count ourselves: seven un-sheep individuals, 
alive, burning between damp tarp, sleeping bags, and stars. The beaver, red-eyed and rumpled at the 
ambient hooing of owls and our footsteps echoing upon the water, troubles our dreams… 
thwack thwack watersmack…  
beaver will attack, attack… 
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and twines through the tangles of our hair old dreams: of golden-armed gods and empire-binding 
highways and classic architecture to mainstream the river. We sigh, grateful for the road that takes us 
out of the tree-bound east, of ourselves, of the dust in which we first breathed. 
Key 
I don’t expect much of the above to make sense, but I wrote that after I got back from my 
first trip West. So the beginnings of a key to interpretation (how my prose poetry can reek of elitism): 
“one of seven” = I went west with my bandmates, one of whom was getting married, and 
some extraneous hipsterfolk who wanted the San Diego experience. Most of them had beards. We 
had an unmarked white van with a crunched wheel and soft-case storage up top. Yes, all of our stuff 
got wet somewhere mid-Kansas. 
“awake/wake/waking” = The west felt like a new world to me. I knew I wasn’t the first to 
find it, which was why I didn’t use the word “discover,” but something about the openness and 
newness… It was as if I was opening my eyes, a spiritual experience of sorts. My words fail to 
delineate the exact quality of that experience, except that I know I was in love at the time and the 
sun, unfettered by trees, was so near as to be touched. I wanted to touch everything. I was like a child 
again, putting it all in my mouth to taste. 
“immortal” = As Stephen Chbosky writes, “we were infinite.” Youth and cars go hand-in-
hand because cars give the illusion of superseding time: indefinite location and speed. Traveling so 
far, so fast—two weeks before, I hadn’t known I would be going—it felt like we could do anything.  
“yellow eyes” = I fell asleep once on the ground of the van with the intense realization of 
the eyes of the road flying beneath me, where I was suspended horizontally. People couldn’t do this in 
Bible days, I thought. It was an image burned into me from a book I read the winter before when I 
was trying to imagine Mexico—the winter in Lynchburg was so dreary that year: On the Road by Jack 
Kerouac. 
“Aviators” = On our way back from the wedding, short two people (the ones who got 
married), we neared Mexico by accident, and indeed, I was wearing glasses that made me look, even 
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in all my nice whiteness, like I could be a drug lord. We didn’t even have alcohol in the van, though 
we were all over twenty-one. The guy I was dating at the time kept whispering, “Can they do that? 
Can they do that?” Well, they did, and that was that. 
“bug-infested couch” = Back to when we were on the way to the wedding, someone 
suggested at 1 a.m. that we get online to find a free couch somewhere in Lawrence, Kansas. Hipsters, 
I thought. How lucky someone thought to nix that idea in favor of sleeping by the river in plastic 
pieces and tarp. (It had rained, after all.) Otherwise, I would have nothing quite so hipster to write 
about as that.  
 “beavers” = While we girls made pallets by the river, the guys excused themselves for a 
community visit to the chalet de nécessité in the trees, and we began to make 3 a.m. small talk, which 
was none at all. There was a smacking noise on the water. 
“Stop throwing rocks,” someone said. The guys had returned. 
“We’re not,” we argued. 
Smack. I squinted. A black silhouette bobbed above the water for a moment before 
disappearing with another smack. 
“It’s their tails!” I said. “Beavers!” 
As we lay down to sleep, one of the random-joiners, a not-band guy named Mark, revealed 
an iPhone collage of beaver bites. “They do attack people.” 
“Thanks, Mark,” we all said, never so grateful as when we had possible animal aggressions to 
dwell deliciously upon before bed. 
“old dreams” = Even as we settled down on the damp ground, a pile of bodies as 
mismatched and hairy as the monsters in the old Wild Things book, I felt myself composing an essay. 
So much for living in the moment. Then I sat up for a while, watching the river churn itself in silence 
(my hearing aid was out), feeling vaguely awkward at how close the boys were, and wondering, this 
road life is settling in me so deeply – what does it all mean? Some part of me resisted sleep; I could 
have run along the river. Must keep moving…  
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Nomadism according to the Sumerian flood tales was the great trouble from which the gods 
saved man. In the Bible, the first murderer, Cain, was cursed to wander—judgment for killing his 
brother, Abel. East of Eden, he was sent to the Land of Nod. “Nod” means wandering.  
Wandering was steeped in sin from birth. As are we and all the bearded descendants. 
…yet I do so love going. The addictive infinity of movement casts me into space for another 
go-round of the sun. It is no passive flinging; I hurl myself. Until the sun goes away. But that is 
another story.  
Soon I nod, tumbling down to join the rest.  
In my dreams, the prose-poet, the nomad, the one who experiences life in essence-not-
meaning—they are the same and are awakened. This girl travels a lot. 
West 
Red mounds of mountains, spiraling to the sky. Mythical spires veined in historied earth, as 
iron-ridden as blood. My feet itch to pound down the loam but we zoom past in a van, our roofed, 
rain-soaked luggage from the night before sunning under the open sky. Slowly, the suitcases and 
sleeping bags and old Goodwill clothes—hipsters all—drip dry the colors of the rich but clouded 
lands we come from.  
Then we reach the shore. Feet in the Pacific. Baring ourselves to a new world. (How good 
not to be two feet away from one another, thighs sweat-sticking to sun-cooked seats.)  
They are Magellan’s peaceful waters in name only. The surf is rough. We don’t get in, but 
not because of cold. (I wish it wasn’t about a boy.) He’s there, I’m there. We’ve traveled 3,000 miles 
to look at each other and say what we’ve always said, “Maybe.” And think what they said, which was 
that the west brought enlightenment. Supposed to. But we drink in contradiction, a toast started long 
before Kerouac. An old echo, a translucent bridge.  
Then the road calls again. 
Cardinal Directions 
The travel itch fires when we least expect it, a latent neuron from our nomadic roots.  
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If we build so well, why do we spend half our lives escaping cities? Cars and youth, cars and 
old men, cars and cars, and my car is still in the shop. I go nowhere but in dreams and dreams of past 
goings. 
East 
The roads by the Mumbai border clutter like rock dash stucco, and I see history—not in the 
cars or the plastic monkey-gods dangling like Catholic saints on the rearview—but in the untouched 
hills, the quiet unfettered lives of widows who aren’t community burdens but wisdom incarnate. 
The money’s gone in Andhra Pradesh. All whites are dirtied into color, and all colors are 
inescapably sunned into white. When the spiders grab for you, they are huge and hairy—saints of the 
invisible spinning world with eight eyes to ogle the future’s shape. Your future. And the children 
don’t fight them or the scorpions. They tell them stories. Stories that their parents, who no longer 
hold them, passed down to their parents. A people of parents, whose enlightenment came in stories 
and walks in the woods and mountains made of invisible atoms.  
I was told that atoms shiver at their forever closeness, the cities of particles that bind them. 
(Do we do this?) But when they split as unions so often do, they die in a thousand pieces over cities, 




Purple, Orange, Night in Between 
 
My grandmother’s favorite color is purple. The church ladies have crocheted stacks of purple caps 
for her to wear. The hat traps the heat, they say. The color suits her fair, unhaired head well.  
 
Grammy’s head still gets cold some days this winter. It’s been a long winter. Before driving away 
from Lynchburg to go back to school, I left behind a giant blanket for her, soft and purple. The mix, 
they say, of life (red) and peace (blue). I’m hoping it keeps her warm. I’m hoping a lot of things. 
She has breast cancer, my father had said, stonily.  
 
It’s been too white here in Kentucky, a colorless sky borne out of a snowless cold, and of a sudden 
my mind glows orange and hot. At night, I dream like I dreamed in another world. 
 
My Grammy had not wanted me to go to India. 
 
It was in that other world, in the land of tigers and lice, the land of microscopic life and swamp-hot 
herds of bodies breathing you in, that I dreamed in orange, and of the children, for the first time. It 
feels so long ago, except for how quickly I can be there again, in the swirling brilliant subconscious of 
my own memories, vivid, tasting as orange as Hallelujah! sounds. 
 
The van was tall and white, with long striped curtains marking off the inside from full view. One 
time, we pulled them back to see the streets better. There were always ten cars where in the States 
there would have been two. We admired the wandering cow rumps. Snapped the picture of a pastel-
faced god with a pitchfork in his hand. Waved to the lady selling coconut water, and the girl who 
kept waving at us first, smiling giddily, from a thatch-roofed stall. Then a staring auto driver smashed 
into the back. Some baskets with flapping, upset chickens went rolling, but no one was angry, not 
even the ones who were paying him to get them to work. 
 
“They are unused to white faces,” our host said, looking at his white wife and child. Of the three 
children, the daughter was the palest, almost as pale as I was—porcelain-skinned—at her age. I 
touched my face unconsciously, caught myself, and then waved again to the giddy girl. Her scarf 
tumbled over her tunic, falling with her motions. The others in the stall grinned too, pointing at us 




“We’d better pull the curtain back, just while we’re in this city,” our host suggested. And I did. But 
then it all felt T.V.ish and hot in the closed-off van, where an American worship singer serenaded us, 
blocking out the car horns. Peeking behind the curtain, I felt I was peering down from the van’s great 
height, looking out upon India, trapping it and its people in the fishbowls of my window.  
 
I read Richard Rodriguez now and think of Grammy, of India. He once watched a Protestant 
gathering on the banks of the river Jordan, brown waters staining their rented white baptismal garb. 
“Protestantism is the least oriental of the desert faiths,” he writes. “Protestants own little real estate 
within the walls of Jerusalem.” That didn’t stop my grandmother from touring Jerusalem in the late 
1970s, six months pregnant and still wearing high heels. 
 
The day we visited the mountain villages, we were told to wear skirts or ankle-length pants, though 
we dripped sweat. “Modesty,” our host repeated. I wore a blue “hippie” skirt, one I had been too 
embarrassed to wear often before, but here, it looked like it belonged: the brilliance of the blue, the 
wildness of the pattern. Indian women wore every color in its brightest shade—green as the meat of 
avocados, yellow as tropical birds, red or orange as the sacred fires of marriage, blues as blue as all 
the natural watery elements of that world—but no white or black. The colors of Europeans, posh 
Americans. The colors, for Indians and many others, of death. 
 
A white woman’s bald head is, of course, white. But it is so very white. Perhaps it was the deathliness 
of that look that made my mother and I cry when we saw the update on Facebook—“Mobile 
Uploads: She decided today was the day.” 
 
In the villages outside the City of Destiny, I wore no high heels, only beat-up gray TOMs, but some 
of the village girls wear a sort of clog-heel with tiny rhinestone jewels along the toes of the shoe. So 
many colors, and when they sat before us, giving us the plastic chairs, it was like a whole crayon box 
exploded at our feet. As we tried to pray with them, blessing coconut oil for healing that I as a 
Southern Baptist hadn’t known could be blessed, they kept running their eyes over our skin. Only a 
few touched us; it is rude to touch without asking. For instance, the lady in the purple sari with no 
undershirt who announced in Telugu, rubbing her hands along our bare arms: “You are the first 
white people we have ever met!” And the neighboring women smiled sheepishly. 
 
I didn’t know what to say to Grammy when I first saw her. As if to test my reaction, she tugged the 
purple hat off when I entered the room, showed me the hairlessness, the white skin. I smiled 
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embarrassedly. What is happening when a woman cuts her hair? She is announcing independence. 
What is happening when a woman shaves her hair? Something very dreadful. 
 
In the land of vegetarian religions, they boiled rice and ate chicken with us. So Montaigne says, “They 
have I know not what kind of priests and prophets, who very rarely present themselves to the 
people… At their arrival, there is a great feast.” We were the priests and prophets, we six Christian 
interdenominationals with no prior knowledge of one another, save that we were mostly women and 
wanted to __________ (see God at work abroad, fight sex trafficking, hang out with The Orphans, 
give our hand-me-down clothes away…), and we entered the green mountain village, wearing our 
trip-appropriate clothes and praying and singing slow songs that made the quick-rhythmed peoples 
laugh at us and thinking … What is so uncomfortable here? Why are we celebrating? Most of you, if 
not all, in this village are already followers of Christ… So is this a whiteness celebration? The chicken 
curry, however, was the best I had ever tasted, despite bacteria clambering into the stomachs of the 
other priests and prophets.  
 
The first time I had lice, an accidental acquisition from India, I threatened that the next time I had 
lice, I would shave all of my hair off. That wintry week I spent with my grandmother, I began having 
lice dreams. My fingers scratching and scratching, pulling out the wriggling bugs and bleeding out my 
follicles. But then in a shaft of white light, the long dark locks, my hair, tumbling to the floor and 
splaying in ribbons about my feet. I catch my white head in a mirror. Behold, I think. The blood-spotted 
moon.  
 
In the terminal on the way home, my team and I rested our heads on our suitcases for something like 
sleep. We imagined them soft, in the same way Jacob might have tried to mentally sweeten the rocky 
curves of his boulder, but in his slumber, Jacob dreamt of heaven. Heaven-dreams distract you from 
sleep-discomfort, I imagine. I saw no heavenly stairs that night; I was too busy fighting back nausea 
from my malaria pills. But when I awoke, I felt lost without the horn blasts grounding me. We had 
reentered the white world. It smelled like nothing. I stood out in my bright blue tunic and breeches, 
resented the black jeans I carried as back-up, and I wanted to understand what I felt. That maybe my 
trip hadn’t been about Christ as much as it was about my being white, and I didn’t like that. Or 
maybe it had been my comfort in such an uncomfortable foreign world, and how prevalently it had 
sat in my consciousness the whole time. 
 
The night is a familiar unknown—who knows what dreams may come—in which I solve the 
problems of daylight and become familiar with the present discomforts. My discomforts are rarely 
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physical. Grammy sleeps, and in the dark, her body heals. I can’t know her dreams, and I won’t guess 
at them except to wonder what color they are. 
 
The night I almost shaved my head the first time, India was rolling round impressionistically in my 
mind like a swirl of fiery oil paints and kaleidoscopic marigolds. Remembering the hot sun, the 
children’s feverish fingers (Akka! Akka!), everything in the cartooned blobs of strange memories…I 
lay awake, itching until I couldn’t stand it anymore. Then I crawled into the bathtub, cold with my 
bareness, and felt belatedly humbled. Only God had known all of what I had carried with me back to 
the States. What I carry now. 
 
In India, I dreamed in the posh, formerly-British hotel—how guilty were my nights there, and how 
hot the water—waiting for my swollen feet to unswell before my next plane flight, lifting them high 
above my heart, and falling asleep, hyper-extended, thick with swelling—from the plane, from the 
sodium in the rice, from the fullness of my foreignness. And still I dream: children in the house, 
children in the streets, children wiggling in your arms and sticking tongues out at themselves in 
motorcycle mirrors, children begging at the windows. Children without parents. Children with them. 
Dark-skinned, light-skinned, small children with Evil-Eye-liner and earrings, children radiating fever. 
Children calling Akka! Akka! (Elder sister!) and ignoring the Indian housemother who scolds them 
from the dim-lit kitchen. Children begging to be held, crying, laughing as they sit in the pot for 
“Duck Duck Goose.” Children with dreams giving me dreams. Who made me wake, itching and 
wishing the sky was not so pale. 
 
When my sister went to China for the first time, Grammy told her not to marry anyone “over there.” 
For my peace of mind, I assume she wanted her granddaughter to come home. Grammy also said to 
be safe and was Dare going to be a missionary? She was not. Not interested. (I am. I am. I haven’t 
told her yet.) Grammy supports missionaries. She is also protective of that which she hasn’t lost yet.  
 
What were we doing in India? Why did we go? We served and blessed with what we had. Praying, 
then feasting. I believe what I believe, and out of that truth, spoke and loved back, but it still sat 
funny. And yet I pray to go back.  
 
She has become an expert at losing things. My grandfather, a once-ministry man, to a beautiful 
secretary. One daughter to drugs and prison and one daughter named April to an epileptic seizure 
and a bloodied pillow. Old friends to the inky paragraphs of local obituaries, which she reads to me 
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some mornings over scrambled eggs and jelly. Her white white hair to my uncle’s razor. A 
professional, standing in the gap of What Was There.  
 
Perhaps this is faith. A precipice in shadow, where once there was and now is no more. In my mind, 
nothingness is never nothingness. It is black—all fire and serenity fled into the night. We feel the 
edge with our toes, waiting. Until vows are kept. Until the void is emptied out and what was there 
behind us arrives all at once. Until light returns.  
 
I look at my bare white self in dream mirrors and encounter what I will lose, going overseas: Come 
lice, my hair. Come desert lands, my seasons and sense of time. Come flight, my family and the 
assurance of being there, just in case. I dream I leave without saying goodbye and wake up, sobbing 
drily. I dream of uncertainties—of imperialism; of white-adoration; of my own aloneness—and wake 









































Finally he’ll turn and we’ll walk toward the city, a city he will 
have spoken into existence—a city built in a place where once there 
had been nothing. 




First there was man. Then woman. This, they say, became inequality. I don’t know. They 
were both naked. 
By word, You created. By word, they were deceived. They ate and knew and by knowing, 
fell. When they chose this, You spilled the first blood and gave them skins to wear. I feel the chafe of 
them now, when I run long cold stretches in the morning, when I break in new shoes. My skin does 
not like them, the way they wear holes into me. 
Cain despised his brother Abel and clubbed him to death in a field. The blooming bruise 
upon the frontal lobe, the scarlet sliver down the lip. The first human blood. As punishment, You 
made him wander, marked with some invisible symbol that—ironically?—protected his life. (A life of 
solitude, a life unsettled.) He must have had a wife because he populated the earth with his own kind, 
who wander aimlessly.  
Seth, the replacement child, did no better. His gluttonous progeny assassinated kings and 
raped their wives and looted the dead bodies of the royals’ entertainment wars. All except Seth’s 
great-great-great-great-grandson Enoch who walked with You—and while his hair was still full, black 
with blue like raven wings, You took him away. Why? Did You want him with You? (Do You need 
us this way?)  
Moments of joy come. I saw a youTube video recently, titled “Guy Brings His White Girl To 
Barbershop In Harlem And Gets Hated On By Black Hairdresser... Does Anyone Step In To Check 
Her?” that re(rere)established my faith in humanity, but humanity isn’t the only problem. Earth itself 
has started being bad somewhere, if You made it good. It’s like cycles upon cycles of our causes-and-
effects, perpetuated by hate, enmeshed into ecology. 
The first Great Divide came with Noah. The ins, the outs. The outs swam with the sharks, 
literally. Some say they mutated into mermaids (men included—take that, patriarchy) and spent the 
rest of their watery lives drowning the lone survivors: the Ins, who holed themselves off in an ark 
reeking of animal feces. No wonder early mapmakers populated the oceans with tentacled sea 
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monsters with vaguely female eyes—fatty-soft-maternal, large-armed and willing to ease us all into 
the fatal unknown. How we fear this great big blue thing called the unknown. For 370 days, the 
world was only blue.  
 
Like a great blue eye staring down the blackness of space, not reading its emotions.  
They got off the ark and repopulated the earth as one. They migrated east of Eden, washed 
out by the bloated corpses of God’s watery wrath, and they started west. They found the plain and 
built. And in their building, the sky brushed their faces, and they thought heaven tangible. But then 
You sent confusion. I never understood Your confusion, though my knowledge has rarely bettered 
me. What was wrong with their little creation? It would never have reached You anyways, but 
perhaps that’s why You stopped it. 
But outside of these stories and my wonderings and wanderings, my ability to deal with the 
confusing things is confined to an ark that smells of animal feces. I can’t, I can’t, my words can’t, 
LORD, grasp the essence of how the world is except it is and it feels wrong. I exit the dim safety of 
my house and enter a burning world that assassinates-rapes-loots bodies of entertainment wars and, 
by categorizing, seek to dim its glare. But it wears me down, it wears me out; how I am getting oh so 
holey. 
When the final confused few climbed down from the tower, silent and unable to get behind 
the others’ eyes, they gathered at the foot of Babel and studied one another a last time. Bodies had 
become signs, signs they could no longer read. This, Lord, is what is now. For them, that which was 
and that which it meant eluded such binaries—language confined meaning, at least, the kind of 
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meanings they could get long-winded about, and without easy words, they soon shunned one 
another’s eyes. Turning away, they looked out upon a world that terrified them.  
I pray as Flannery prays: “At present I am a cheese. Make me a mystic, immediately. But 
then God can do that—make mystics out of cheeses.”  
So the cheese dreams:  
Wolf and lamb sleep so nearly they touch. (The field where they lay is green.) A goldfinch 
rests on the dragon’s snout, and folks glitteringly dance swing. Clouds dissipate to sun and blue while 
mermaids take their tea, and snubbing death, they clasp the hands of Jon and April (and me). Fireflies 
glow on old children’s bare feet, luminous – infinite – new. We’re speechless, words gulped by 
existence-less sea. But music and light and You. 
 
If you abolish the pointing of the finger,  
the vanity of words  
(going to serve the hungry ones):  
then shall your gloom become as the afternoon star.  
Here the Lord walks with you, 
for you (fear not to) delight in Him. 
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